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MONDAY MORNING SESSION

August 20, 1962
A meeting of the Committee on Long Range Objectives

of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants con
vened at forty-five minutes past nine o’clock in Suite Eleven-E
of the Hotel Carlyle, New York, New York, Mr. John Carey pre
siding as Chairman.
MR. ARTHUR B. TOURTELLOT:

I may save a little time

by beginning with some general propositions that I am sure you
are all aware of that are going to be the major, as far as we

can tell, the major features of the context in which you will
bo functioning ton years from now, and I think the overwhelming
reality is a common market.

I don’t see how that can be es

caped.

I was in Europe in 1959, which was one year after the
Treaty of Rome was signed, one year after it was promulgated, I

guess, and I thought, well, now, this is a very great and
significant movement, and I suppose their timetable is a little

bit optimistic but, perhaps by the Eighties, this is going to
be a reality and not an idea.

What for ages people have at

tempted to accomplish, running over the national barriers of
Europe, didn’t look to mo to be much of a hopeful chance--too

much internal fragmentation of political and economic thought
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within the countries—and so I was hopeful about this but took
a pretty sober view of the length of time it would take to

bring it about.

I was in Europe, again, last—late in the spring and
early in the summ
er, and I talked to Common Market Council
people in Brussels, in Rome
, in Paris and Athens, which has

been just on the verge of being admitted to associate member
ship, and in London, and I thought that American Journalism

and, I know, even the foreign Journalism I had seen had rather
underestimated the force of this reality.

It Just hits you

with tremendous impact that this isn’t an idea any mo
re, and

it’s way ahead of itself,

They had thought to reduce their

tariffs amo
ng themselves thirty per cent by now, which would
have been four years after the treaty was promulgated, and

they have been reduced fifty per cent.

They had hoped they

might have some freedom of labor movement, perhaps in the late
Sixties and early Seventies—I man, on any scale—and already

it’s beginning.

They had thought they might begin to think in

term of some political unit following an economic unit in a

long time, perhaps ton years after the treaty was promulgated;
this political unit is there, already.

The Economic Council

has already pre-empted significant areas of political action

about which the nations, some time ago, would have been jealous
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to the point of paralysis of mutual action.

Our own prospects with the common market seem to me
to be conditioned a little bit on which way the British applica
tion for admission goes, and a little bit on the degree of

cynicism with which Charles de Gaulle wants to use the common

market prematurely as a European political weapon in dealing
with the United States.

ing with England;

I think he has shot his bolt on deal

I think this is the last phase, this lag in

negotiations over a week ago last Sunday, and I think it was
the last ploy that the French had to inhibit the full entry of

the British, and it’s I think Important to remember that the

negotiations lagged on an economic, and not a political, ques
tion because you can negotiate economic questions much more
easily than you can political ones in this climate.
So, I am assuming that Britain will be a full partner

in the common market, but I don’t think it’s going to be with
out some tortuous—some prices for them to pay, one of which

I think probably will be a change in the psychological bond

that cements together the British Commonwealth, and I would
look for a stronger association, perhaps, of some of the Com

monwealth countries with us than they have had in the past and
perhaps more common economic enterprise and concilliations.

In Paris I talked with Francois DuChino, who is a
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young Frenchman, perhaps thirty-eight, thirty-nine years old,

and he is Jean Monnet's first assistant.

I had lunch with him

and spent the afternoon with him, and he told me that Monnet's
vision, now—he considers that the whole common-market concept

has moved faster, more soundly, more promisingly than ho had

thought in his most optimistic moments, and he is turning him

self, now, to the problem of common currency.

This would

mean the establishment of a federal-reserve system, so to speak,
among the European countries, somewhat stronger than their

present stabilising devices.

It would anticipate the adoption,

eventually--and I pressed him for a timetable on this, and he

expected perhaps eight years—of a common currency of fact,

with the same monetary units and perhaps even common mint.
He said that this was somewhat more than they had

expected to be even talking about, four years ago, because they

had certain explosive aspects, but that the common market has
run into so few internal political problems among the Inner

Six that nobody feels now this is anything but logical develop

ment;

that, if the common-market countries are by definition

yielding a certain degree of sovereignty on basic economic
problems in terms of the total good of all of them, it follows

that the stabilization of the currency, the easier use of cur
rency as a medium of exchange, must become a responsibility of
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the common market.

And the thought does not turn out to be

so frightening as people that it might have, four years ago.
There was a hesitation about bringing it up—by the
?
way, DuChine grew up in England and is an international econo
mist;

lesser on theories than a practical applier of the prin

ciples of economics, he has worked for international businesses

and international political entities.

The remaining factor in the common-market Question,
I think we have to remember, is the Trade Expansion Act.

The

Trade Expansion Act, everybody’s surprised. Including the ad
ministration, passed the House without any serious amendment
or Qualification.

It’s now in the Senate,

There have been

public hearings and they’re going to move into executive hear
ings and then it’s going to appear on the floor, and there is

going to be agreement, apparently, on limited debate, which

means that the administration—rather, the leadership of the
Senate has agreed to push the legislation through.

Byrd is not going to object to it,

Senator

Seme months ago some Of

the Senators in Washington told me they were going to—Senators

from substantial states—were going to object to it, meet of
them Democrats, by the way, and they were going to take two

lines of objection.

One was to have an exempt list that would

become an integral part of the bill, which would have been a
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very, very cumbersome device, and a delaying action that would

probably have killed the bill in this session.

The other

device which one or two people mentioned to me was to increase
the relief clauses in the bill.

The relief clauses are, in my

Judgement, rather a novel and disturbing device.

what they are.

You knew

You would take any industry, moving out of

Woonsocket, Rhode island, for instance, because it could no

longer compete, and it would got federal aid in relocating it
self or in going into a new line of business and, meanwhile,
all the employees displaced would be subject to direct, federal

relief in terms of a weekly dole for a year.
Well, some Senators from the heavily-industrialised

states, particularly those vulnerable —costume jewelry, for
example, which would disappear as an American manufacture if

it were imported without any custom restrictions, at all—these
Senators were thinking of asking for more extensive and in

volume and duration ferns of aid.

All these people who wore

seeking to attach these considerable riders to the bill—
probably by amendment—have comearound and are not going to

do it, now.
I imagine there has been a certain amount of horse

trading with the administration on It, or they night have had
a persuasive Job done on then, or they might, themselves, have
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come around to the view that they were trying to avoid short-

term risk,

which they couldn't avoid if they wanted long-term

benefits, and decided to take the long-term benefits.
We did have a serious concern with wage differentials.

There isn't a great deal of sense in our seeking union with the

common market countries that would eliminate trade and tariff
and other trade barriers if they didn't have a population suf

ficiently well paid to buy any product we wanted to expert.
For example, would it do our motorcar industry Much
good to have motorcars shipped freely into Italy if eighty per
cent of the people worked in the Italian Fiat plant rode motor

scooters and could never afford caret

I drafted an amendment

to the bill for a friend of Mine that would require wage indi

ces to be constructed every six Months in all industries af

fected by the Trade Expansion Act—that is, all industries where

tariffs were being reduced from fifty per cent to a hundred
per cent—and the tariff commission would be required to report
publicly and, of course, directly also to the President and to
the appropriate Congressional Comm
ittees what these wage dif

ferentials are, and this would not entail any compulsory action
on the pert of the President or the tariff commission as a re

sult of these.

Our purpose was to air it and to provide an

Incentive for overseas companies to help raise the standard
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Of living overseas.
t would be generally known that we took a more
I
favourable view, so far as readjusting the tariff goes.

The

whole thing might have turned out to be more a gesture than

anything else, but it's an area that is going to have to be
studied and mastered, and it's an area in which we are poorly
equipped.

There statistics are net very refined.

You can

get general—I or somebody could answer what an automobile
worker in Italy earns compared to eno in Detroit, but you

couldn’t go much beyond that.

We don't know enough about

variations within the crafts. Europe still has an extraordinary

system among workers, much more than wedo, and workers

in the automobile plant performing one function are paid far
more than those who perform others, and there is a geographi
cal distinction within countries, so I should think that the

first thing that you would have to be aware of in considering

1975 is that accounting is going international, and I wouldn't

think Just the large firms, either.

I should think any man who was advising somebody
who makes, manufactures some small product in perhaps a 200-man
factory in Decatur, Illinois, or someplace, is going to hate to

knew an awful lot more than ho has ever known before about the
economics of Europe.

He's got to be more sophisticated, aware
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of more factors that are going to influence the soundness of
his judgement.
This, then, I see as a very, very strong determining

force.

Incidentally, we have realised this within our trade,

which is not a discipline, not a profession—much less defin

able than yours, hut we know very well we have been fortunate

because, since the beginning, we have dealt largely with in
ternational clients having international activities, but I

would caution any public-relations firm dealing with public

opinion and its diagnoses and counselling of people as to how
to cope with it to consider that he is dealing with the united
States any mure—he isn’t!

This, I see as the first great, sweeping thing.

The

second thing I suppose, is that—and I don’t know whether this

is the order in which I wrote it down in my office, but the
second thing I should think would be the gradual shift of our—

of the emphasis in our economy over the past year from the
production to the distribution of goods, which seems to me

to be on the verge of an enormous acceleration for a whole lot

of reasons.
One is the sheer increase in the size of the popula

tion.

If you master a way of producing shoehorns for 5,000

people, it doesn’t take much more to produce them for 10,000—
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but it takes a lot more to distribute them!

So, the popula

tion is the first factor that’s been accelerated.

The second

factor is the tremendous increase in automation, and there
doesn’t appear to be any boundaries on that.

This means that

the occupation of the majority of the American people, I guess

already in the distribution business, is going to be to a much,
much greater degree, and this would seem to me to indicate that

the service professions and the service businesses are going to
be the determinants of the economic prosperity of this country

and its progress, its growth and the way people occupy them
selves, what they do for a living, and also the satisfaction

they derive from doing it.

And so, this is going to be a highly-competitive area.

Professions and trades, crafts, are going to compete with
one another, and I suppose that the groat thing which the ac
counting profession has to do is to equip itself to be in an

advantageous position for this competition when it really
reaches critical proportions.

I’d like to give a specific example which seems to

me—I don’t mean it to be a definition so much as by way of
illustration!

Market research in this country and overseas,

as populations get larger, as these dynamic forces are un

leashed and the living standards in overseas countries shoot

up, and as the problems of distribution get more and more

intricate and as competition within gets more and more severe,
market research, at absolutely unimpeachable, is going to be a
prime necessity.
this country.

We don’t have any good market research in

It’s handled by advertising agencies not dis

ciplined to it, and also are subjective because an advertising

agency is not going to discourage—they all work for commis
sions—will not discourage a manufacturer from undertaking a
new product with a negative market-research report.

They will

go ahead and do the mathematics and then they will write a
presentation which will begin with conclusions.
This I saw happen in the case of the Ford Motor Com

pany, a client of ours.

This is a violation of a confidence!

Everybody knows the unhappy odyssey of the Edsel, which was

produced by the Ford Motorcar Company at the time the European
imported small car was first undergoing its popularity;

people

were beginning to buy them.

Well, Ford had a firm idea in mind that people moved
up in automobile buying.

You began with Chewy and moved to a

Pontiac and then an Olds and then a Buick and then, when you

arrived, you had a Cadillac, and Ford was a little bit disturbed
because they didn’t have enough stops in the gradation—you

know, they skipped a step.

They equated the Mercury more or

less with the Olds and equated the Lincoln with the Cadillac
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and had no counterpart in the Pontiac and

Buick.

So, they got the idea the Edsel, which was to be a
car to which happy Ford owners could move up—and Earl and I—

Earl is my partner—presented ourselves in Detroit one day.
We were talking, here, and used to customarily go out and talk

with Henry Ford and the Exe
cutive Committee of the Company once
a month, to go out in the morning, have lunch and spend the

afternoon with them.

And, on the train on the way out, I

told Earl, I felt uneasy about the Edsel, and he said he did,

too.
I said, ”You know what our trouble is?

We live here

in the East, and we see the gradual turn to Volkswagens and

small British cars, and maybe we ought to alert these people.”
We knew the market research they had, knew it was

done by the agency seeking to handle the Volkswagen account;

they aren’t paid separate for a job in market research .

It’s

part of the services they give the client, paid on a percent
age basis of the amount of advertising placed.

We brought it up and it was the closest we got to
being thrown right out of Henry Ford’s office you ever saw in

your life.

He said,

”You fellows come here from the East, the

effete East, and look out of your train window and, just be
cause a few stations on Long Island and Connecticut have a
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couple of European cars parked around, you think it’s a trend!"
And this company literally didn’t know, from any
research in the market, the demand, the dimensions of a demand

for another medium-weight ear of this description.

Now, I

have maintained, and I still feel very strongly on this, that
market research in coming years ought to be a function of ac
countant firms.

I think, if the accountant firms do not move

to make it a function, that some now class of advisors—and I

wouldn’t be surprised if they called themselves economic

counsel—came along and did do it, because I doubt very much if
this can ever be done successfully in the hands of the people
whom you hire to promote any product and whom you pay a per

centage of the amounts of money that you spend on promoting as

a compensation.

I have been a
mazed, over the past five years, to see
the ease with which lawyers, both house counsel and the outside

counsel, are moving into general managerial advisory positions

with their clients.

As a matter of fact, I have been collecting

notes for some time on an article on the subject of the lawyers
and the new managerial revolution.

I think—I don’t know,

actually, what the present strength of management consultants
as a group is, but I would be surprised, I guess, if the

management consultants did not equip themselves better, the
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various forms of statistical research for their clients than
they are about—but, if I talked to any major consultant about

management consultants, it’s been with reservations they never
expressed about their accounting firms.

They say it takes a

year to educate the management-consulting firm in the particular
business, and this is an area in which their accountants are

already sophisticated and educated.

They say that the break

down frequently comes in the lack of the accountant taking the
initiative in extending his services.

I would think that this might be a direction in which
this profession is going to have to

move.

It’s going to have

to develop an attitude of self confidence greater than it
has about providing additional services than the classical

ones and, as a matter of fact, I suppose there is a lot of
bookkeeping increases.

As automatic bookkeeping increases the

technical aspect of the art, it would become less and less a
notion.

Would they?

I don’t know.

I suppose the automatic-

accounting devices do achieve it more and more easily and there

fore the advisory, Interpretive function of the accountant gets
more and more important as the technical detail gets less cum
bersome.

I suppose this indicates a different kind of person
is going to be entering this profession and is going to be
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recruited.

Word will get around that it doesn’t involve, as I

think a lot of people had in mind years back, a great body of
rather tiring detail, and they will see that this is beginning
to grow into an advisory profession which is most stimulating.
And this throws you right back again, if you haven’t already

gone into it over and over, which I suppose you have, to the
problems of educating for the profession.

It seems to me almost undebatable now, isn’t it,

that a collegiate education is going to be a necessary prerequisite for entering the profession.

But I don’t suppose

the big problem you will have in the Seventies is whether or

not a man may not have a baccalaureate degree before under
taking a professional study of accounting, but what kind of
experience; to have the baccalaureate degree in itself isn’t

going to be very helpful.
Will he have an acquaintenance with at least two
foreign langua
ges, well grounded in political, economic, cul

tural backgrounds of Europe and Asia?

Aren’t you going to have

to move, perhaps, to an accelerated enquiry into preparatory

education for this profession?
Maybe you haven’t got enough time left for the kind
of evolution taken in the past with regard to other professions.
I think it took medicine 200 years to get from, in England, to
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any sort of formalised premedical educational requirement and,

as a matter of fact, even then they tended to be preprofessional.
For example, you educate a man in biology and chemistry so he

can handle the discipline of medicine when he gets to medical

But now the medical profession is concerned with ap

school.

plicants in the medical schools having a very catholic back

ground in the collegiate level and, at Yale, they are now re
quiring a certain number of the law-school students to get a
degree of Master of Arts during the graduate years, also from
Yale;

they must take these studies at the same time, and they

must all be in areas not having to do directly with the law,

because a group of I think very wise men in the Advisory Council
of the Yale law School concluded that a lawyer’s professional

education isn't a great problem any more, but educating men
who are equipped to see beyond the law was a very Important

problem.

A corporation counsel Who knows the law well is not

of much use;

he must know political trends.

If he is any

good, he is concerned with laws before they are made.

If a

corporation counsel limits himself to advising a client as to

what's legal and what isn't he can get his client into all
sorts of trouble.

The pharmaceutical houses are an example.

There is no body of law or of regulation which the ethical-drug
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houses in this country have Ignored.

The question is, now,

are the regulations adequate, and the pharmaceutical houses,

who waited until disaster struck, then have a KOfauver Committee
in the midst of great motional attitudes construct legisla

tion which is part punitive or partly unworkable, whereas they

could have been alerted to the problems and anticipated them
and made the legislative action unnecessary, but it would have
to be done in a slower, more deliberate way.

Similarly, the role of the regulatory agency in
American business is going to depend an awful lot on the man
agement of fact because regulatory agencies don’t have it as

a function to declare policy;

they are supposed to reflect

the policy of the act that creates them and, from then on,
they’re supposed to be concerned with regulations that give

that policy expression, and that means in terms of the fact of
life of whatever industry they are policing--which, incidentally,

by most statutes, they are supposed to be stimulating at the

same time.
These agencies are going to multiply;

any question of that.

there isn’t

We are moving into an area of adminis

trative government because we live in an age where these

problems are manageable only by professional government staffs.

You can’t have Congress legislating on different technical
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questions they don’t know enough about)

all they can do is

lay down the broad avenue, and have someone else do the detail.

It is the regularl
y agency, too, it seems to me, to be
taking over a great deal of the old government department’s
work because there has been a fragmentation of government

departments.

You can’t have a big Department of the Interior

now, and say "You worry about everything that isn’t defense
and isn’t foreign affairs," which was the original concept of
the interior Department.

There’s been far too many splinter

factors in our life which have become of compelling importance
to lop them all in one great big government bureau.

Each of

them is going to demand a department of its own.

This isn’t new;

it’s been happening since right

after the Civil War, but it’s going to increase.

The staff

that we’ve got to have to manage our affairs on our behalf,
Just getting the information we need to administer the Trade

Expansion Act intelligently, is incredible.
Now, this suggests to me that the people with whom

these agencies deal, which are the corporations of America, the

business companies, are also going to have to be served well
in fact and the measurement of fact, including statistical ones,
and probably primarily statistical ones.

So, it seems to me

as a general thing that the sciences of measurement, all the
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way down the line, are going to be the great sciences of the

service industries of the Seventies and Eighties, and I don't
know where you are going to draw the line at this.
We have the science of measurement now taking a more

and more important role in human relations.

When I entered

Harvard College in 1931, everybody took college-entrance
examinations and, if you got a vaguely good mark, you west to

Harvard College, and that was all there was to that.

The state

universities didn’t worry about that very much, and even most
of the Ivy League colleges, if you were in the first fifth, I
think, of your class, you were admitted without examination.

Now, the professional schools, virtually all of
them, have entrance examinations.

State universities, who have

had to have some sort of qualitative check on the entering

freshmen because of quantitative problems—they couldn’t take
them all—have come to have them, and the College Entrance

Board, with whom I have worked for some years, now, as a

counsel in these matters, have a tremendous problem in keeping
up psychometrical techniques in order to test people adequately.

The tests are an aid, but the tests aren’t a final

criterion, at all.

In fact the preference, of course, is to

have them a one-third factor with a personal interview another

third factor and the man’s record academically and otherwise
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the remaining one.
But this measurement, the importance of measurement
in all our affairs, is going to get more and more—another

reason, of course, is that errors got more and more expensive.

If you made a buggy and it didn’t work, you would start all
over again.

You might have had a loss.

But, if you turn out

a model oar and it doesn’t work—well, our missile that went

haywire because a hyphen was left cut of the statistical
computation is an example.

Mistakes of measurement new are

quite costly in human terms and in terms of money and in terms

of things, and I would think that this profession, for two

reasons—one, it is the only discipline in the business world,
and the other is, its whole skill, its Whole tradition, its
whole substance of its whole being is measurement—would be

the one that would move in and begin to say, "Well, measurement
goes beyond this and, with these businesses getting somewhere,

we’ve got to see that they’ve got the tools and we’ve got to

help them develop them and probably will have to service them.
We are going to be their chief outside counsel and aid in set
ting them up, seeing that they are true to their function,

work well," and this, I suppose, in addition to discussing
your educational problems, in addition to moving toward a
better preprofessional education.

You are probably going to
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have to move toward a better professional one, too, because

it’s going to be less-narrowly defined than it is now and will

involve more other things.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

it’s alright with us.

Any time you’d like to take a break,

I can

tee moving their lips.

see the Members of the Commit

We are restraining ourselves with

great difficulty from interrupting this preliminary statement.

Actually, I was talking more or less

MR. TOURTELLOT:

from what I remembered to have dictated.

I just wanted to

see if there is anything that is relevant to a general discus
sion that I have forgotten.

Probably the One thing I have for

gotten was, what has all of this to do with public opinion.

I

don’t think that there is any national public opinion that
concerns your people.

I don’t think that, as people have strong

attitudes on religion or politics or sex or football or something
that cuts right across the board is ever
importance to your work.

going to be of great

Fifty thousand people that you poll

across the country think of you—and this is true of most

things—but the public is made up of a lot of small publics,

and there are five or six of those small publics that do concern

you because what they think of you is going to control your

growth and is probably already controlling your growth to a
degree.

I think particularly of the financial community, the
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academic comm
unity, not including the discplines of accounting

and the related ones who are aware of you, anyhow—the govern

ment, the business community, as opposed to financial—I mean,
industrial;

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Management:

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Mercantile firms, management,

and certain areas of the world of comunications, whether or
not all of them, and I don’t think you would-—I know you

won’t, as long as Jack Carey is around—are going to ignore
any of these publics.

When Jack Carey starts letting you,
You will

Charles Rockwood would probably be raising some hell.

not ignore these publics.

But, are you going to go beyond

that, and are you going to take affirmative actions to advance

their understanding, not of the profession as it is, which isn’t
going to be important, much, compared to their understanding

as capacities.

We have made a survey in this connection, and

Charles Rockwood has done some.
Two years ago we made a survey of—limited to
presidents, vice-presidents and comptrollers of companies on

the Fortune 500 list with bankers, and we separated the results,

and this wasn’t a statistical one;

we weren’t interested in

how many people liked the company, how may didn’t.
survey in depth.

It was a

We had sophisticated researchers make
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appointments and spend an hour with these people, and one of
the things we were concerned about was, among others, was what

is the non-auditing and non-tax work of accountants,

how the

bankers and how the companies felt about calling upon their

accounting firns for counsel in these areas that were not out
growths of statutory requirements put on the corporation where

they more or less have to have highly-responsible counsel, and in
taxes and in audits.
These are areas where they are not required to see

anybody if they don't want to.

The thing that was important,

without going into details—well, let me Just suggest that the
big trend that you have to do something about, I think—the

profession, first of all, was extremely highly thought of, and
it was almost a rarity—we have done similar things on lawyers

and we have done it on various Industries;

the chief criticism

was that they did not take the Initiative sufficiently and

often enough in advice and counsel in areas other than what
they were retained to do, which was primarily audit and tax

work.
Seventy-two per cent of the businessmen criticised

accountants for the tendency, forty-two per cent saying they

Should make more recommendations and positions.

"Not progres

sive enough” and, by that, they meant, to a great extent,
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"aggressive."

Several of them said specifically that the

accountant, particularly certain senior members of their firms,

did not call them up often enough and check with them about
things;

they left it pretty much to the audit, and I wondered

whether the post-audit conference wasn't a device about which

much more should be made.
I should think that a post-audit conference could be

a point of departure for a whole exploration of the man's
whole business operation.

I have asked some accountants—small

firms and individuals and large firms—about this and, on ques
tioning them, I haven't yet talked to one who thought that
they were making enough of it;

that they wore utilising

it sufficiently as an opportunity.

I wonder if a good place to begin, here, wouldn't
be—and I am probably behind the times on this—an Institute

Committee on poet-audit conference to develop techniques and

perhaps make it even an item in a curriculum in schools of
accounting.

It wouldn't be an artificial device.

As far as

we can determine, far from being presumptions, it would begin

to meet something the people wanted of you and aren't getting.
I brought with me some of the individual comments of
the people in these fields.

into them now.

I don't think I'll bother to go

I have told you what the general gist is.

Now,
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the bankers had a—who also, incidentally, rated the profession
very highly—had a feeling there was a little bit shy, a little
bit lacking in self confidence in the sense that it tends to
hold back rather than push itself.

Incidentally, a lot of

this might be by way of dramatic contrast with the lawyers

and advertising people, who tend to centre in the other direc

tion, and maybe the people are so shocked at having some group
in the business community that isn’t shouting its head off all

the time, they overemphasise it—although I don’t think so.
Here is a banker who thinks the accountantsaretooin

bred and that they have fences around their daily activity.

He

doesn’t think that they go out sufficiently in the world poli
tically.

He says, "I have the impression the profession has

been derelict in some of its responsibilities--too much neutral

ism!

They Ignore their civic and political responsibilities

because they isolate themselves in ivory towers.

They have

vast powers to hold offices in local government;

they should

run for and hold offices and be vocal.

Where they kn
ow of

intellectual dishonesty, they don’t speak against it."
He said he thought they recognised it faster than

most others, too.

Cements of this sort, “Should be more prog

ressive in giving advice;

a little narrow in their outlook;

tendency on the part of some to want to have a rule for
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everything."
"They insist on being too technical;

Another

they feel business decisions should follow auditing lines."
Here a man was talking about questions which, instead of being

a matter of retrospect, were a matter of prospect, and the

accountant retreated.
Here is a businessman who said, "We'd like more

constructive criticism, and we don't get enough of it from

our accountants;

I speak about this all the time, but it

doesn't get much done."
I am sorry to read those, if you haven’t had occasion

to read some of the highly-complimentary remarks, but it

wouldn't serve our purpose, here.
You people probably road a document published some

time ago by the TEEU called “The Measurement of the Social
Performance or Business. "
ago.

It had a quotation.

Do you recall it at all, some years

I told Cortney Brown, I thought,

when they reared this great building up, they ought to have

inscribed, as every student enters It—it might take three
years before he exhausted it—and I suggested this passage was

a possibility.

"Business is not merely, even in the first

instance, a struggle of individuals for wealth.

It is a way

of life, a system of providing goods and services.

It's not a
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segment of the community cooperating or warring with other seg

ments, such as labor, consumers or farmers.
superior nor inferior to the community.

getting its daily bread.

It is neither

It’s the community

Its goal, ethics, welfare are in

separable from those of the community.

No matter how much or

how often the business phases of social or community activity

may be abstracted, analysed and separately discussed, the
fundamental and organic continuity between business and the

community is indissoluble."
If you substitute for "community” ”the world” or

"the national community," for this is what’s also in the future,
Cortney wrote me back and said he had been brooding about it,

too;

said the business world is extremely thoughtful.

He

said he had one from Alfred North Whitehead and it was, "a
great society is one in which the men in business think greatly

of their mission," and I think this is the kind of climate,
both in terms of What people are going to expect from business
in the future, the kind of men who are going to be in it.

You had a query, here, about whether management would
become a true profession.

I don’t know as it will became a true

profession, as a discipline, because there is a lot of diffi
culties about that, but certainly it’s going to be more edu

cated.

We are amazed at the erudition of the young men coming
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along succeeding the elder men in key positions in our corpora
tion-people who are sophisticated in the arte.

You couldn’t

have gotten, twenty years ago or thirty years ago, Standard
Oil to take the view it’s taken on television, that television

shouldn’t be used to sell anything that they have, but should

be used to show they have an interest in culture, too, when
they produce the Shakespearian plays and great performances.

I think that the maturity of the country as a whole
is going to be reflected more and more in business life;

crudities are going to go.

It’s not going to be more problems,

but the problems will be different ones and the responsibilities,

I think, are going to be more soberly taken.
I think, also, that the whole problem of leisure,
which you have touched on, here, is an important one because

it’s going to—everybody’s going to have more leisure* no
question of that.

That means management* as well as the others.

And this is going to breed a more broadly-educated man* and I

think that every person in the world who turns to another per
son for advice, even, whether he pays for it or not, wants to

respect that person, and I don’t think you can build divisions
as to the respect.

I don’t think you can say, "Well, I like

to talk to Joe because he has a thorough understanding of

statistics," or "he has a thorough understanding of political
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science."

We want to talk to men who have understanding;

they

have specialities within their understanding* and they ought

to, but the medical profession has found out that they must
have men who are Whole men, however gifted they are in their

specialty—and they are getting them,

And the law is worried

about this and, in a trade like mine* which has absolutely

no requirement and not much definition* we have to depend
entirely—we want, if we were recruiting young men for our

firm, it would take men who had opened a lot of doors, academ
ically, who had read in philosophy and had read in history and

in literature.

And we have no specialty, but I think that

those professions that do have the good fortune of becoming
disciplines because they can define their knowledge and estab

lish procedures for convoying this academic program and Who can

devise sufficiently a definition to construct statutes control
ling admission to the profession* who can put together a

professional organisation of the strength and* I think* pe

culiar strength for the statute because I don’t think any other
professional association has it, you’ve got a great deal on
your side.

But you have got also great opportunity, I should

think, and very great Jobs to do with good people doing them.
I will rest my case!
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CHAIRMAN CAREY:

How about a cup of coffee?

MR. TOURTELLOT:

That tends to keep ne awake!

have some tea.

They’ve got tea, I am sure.

I ’d

Everybody drinks

tea in the Carlyle!

I went through the thing and wrote some marginal
comments, but I don’t see much point in going through it ad
it would be more useful as they came up.

seriatim;

CHAIRMAN CAREYs

We can have a little coffee and a

little tea.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I talked twice as long as I would

have talked if I’d had my documents with me.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I am glad you didn’t have them,

myself.
MR. NORTON BEDFORD:

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Very stimulating!

It’s amazing to me how what you say

ties into what we have heard from other people, which you haven’t

read.

Don’t you think so?
MR. CLIFFORD HEIMBUCHER:

Very, very definitely!

In fact, it started right off with things we have talked about

and which hit home—for instance, the matter of the common
market.

I was in Europe, in Paris, in the early spring, too.

and I was there and I know they are doing exactly the kind of
things for small firms you were going to do, to play a part in
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the common market in Europe, and also observed the truth of

what you said, that these not only economic but social barriers
between France and Germany, for example, are breaking down

completely;

as the French and German businessmen acquire a

unity of economic purpose, they have begun to know each other
socially and to change their entire outlook toward each other.

MR. TORTELLOT:

It struck me as one of the ironies

of history that perhaps the final barrier against the spread of
communism on the European continent and, I think, really perhaps

the death knell of communism should be struck by an organiza

tion which, in the end, is going to be political and cultural
in its nature but, through economic motives the thought suggests
itself that Karl Marx' economic determinism was exactly the

right idea;

however, it didn’t work out the way he had in mind.

We have done political exhortation ever since Woodrow

Wilson’s day, pointing to the need for a political unity and

cultural sympathy and got nowhere.

And then, in the wake of

the very harsh reality of economics and with a motive that was

wholly economic, it was brought about.

It might turn out to be one of the great historic
ironies, and this looks to be very true.

I don’t know if you

get the same feeling, but I get the feeling of a happy Europe,
for the first time.

Even in Greece I got a feeling that a
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great crisis had been passed.

the united Kingdom.

Certainly that’s true, also, In

And, also, there are these political things.

When I was in London the Prime Minister of Australia
was there, and he gave a talk, debating the common market which

was going on nationally* and the Prime Minister was addressing
a group in the Savoy Hotel* and next to him was MacMillan, and

the Prime Minister of Australia is a very, very acute perceiver.

He is very sharp, sees exactly what the situation is, and he is

a master, and put his written draft aside for a moment and
turned to MacMillan and said, ”Mr. Prime Minister, are you

going to turn your back on all our brothers of the British
Commonwealth?"

And then he paused about thirty seconds, and

this would have given a man of less poise considerable uneasi
ness, but MacMillan handled it in a masterly way;

he said

nothing, let the Prime Minister go on with his speech.

And, afterward, it was all over, and he commented
on the bonds, and I suppose he had something actually under

"Commonwealth/United Kingdom” that were extra-economic, and

he said he didn’t believe they were that vulnerable* and Quite
sure his honourable friend didn’t.
He did very well* indeed* but this affirmative aspect
to affairs in England is very, very impressive—very impres

sive I

The wartime severity and austerity has gone.

They are
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on the move.

In Oxford, I saw the new Morris car plant.

You

know, that’s a coster to the future, if there ever was one—

the enormous commitment of that plant!
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

bring in the coffee?
MR. BEDFORD:

While we are resting, why don’t I

The waiter is chasing the tea.

You know, you touched off a phrase at

the end, there, that’s been quite intriguing to me, and that is
the problem of wealth versus welfare, the Question of whether

or not the business community should confine its interest to

providing for the wealth of the society, economic good that we
need, or whether the business community’s responsibilities ex

tend, also, into the area of providing for the general welfare
of all aspects of living.

Now, I believe the Kennedy administration is some
what adopting the view that the proper role or proper function

of business in society is to provide for the economic wealth
or, well, the economic satisfaction of all the people, subject

to the restrictions that may be imposed by a political organisa
tion deriving its mandate from the vote of the people as to
what should be done.
Now this, in turn, might moan that the admini
strative

officials of the politics could set up such restraint and
restriction as they may want, without going to the population
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for a vote on it.

Now, there are a number of businessmen who

accept the point of view that their sole function is to make as

much money as they want, and they will then comply with the
restrictions that are imposed.

Alternatively, the business

community, assuming a complete responsibility along the line

you indicated Standard Oil was doing—I think some accountants,
too, believe the proper role of business in society is to
provide as many economic goods as possible, well distributed,
as opposed to those non-economic aspects of it.

Now, I believe the editor of Fortune magazine at one
time said, if we carried the welfare concept to the hilt and

business accepted that responsibility, we ultimately had a set
of feudalistic states with political power centered in the

business community, which might not be subject to some general
restraint.
Now this, I think—the most central issue that we

have, here as to whether or not the accountant should assume

that business is going to assume either a wealth objective or
a welfare objective, because then what we report if we report

the extent to which they have obtained their welfare objective
and evaluate management to the extent to which they have at
tained that wealth objective, then we motivate them to further

that objective.
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On the other hand, if we measure non-income or
non-wealth objectives and evaluate them on that, they are then
motivated to shall we take a little broader responsibility,

assuming responsibility that might otherwise go toward a govern
ment.
Now, do you have any comment on this?

I want to say,

at our last meeting, one of the professors very definitely took
the view that the role of business was wealth, and we have in

our research effort of the institute program the emphasis on

wealth at the current time, and I am not convinced this is the
direction we should go.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Do you have any comment?
I don’t think this is an either/or

matter, of course, and I don’t think it can be thought of in
that way.

incidentally, I think it we in the academia com

munity—I am on the Advisory Council of the Graduate School of
Business at Columbia, and they are four times a year;

we begin

in the morning and go through the day and the dinners with the

faculty, and I get from these sessions some indication that, in
some quarters, is the academic people concerned with business

were the first ones to load them away from "profit, period"
into a larger reaction.

And my own view is this—I don’t be

lieve that corporations or small companies are immune to any
of the laws of nature that insist that your first business is
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survival or that, if you don’t survive, it’s academic whether

you emphasise wealth or welfare.
Now, it seems to me that a condition of survival in

any country which is self governing, where the people, one way

or another, can make themselves heard, public opinion is a

determinant, and that a company that is misunderstood or
disapproved of by the public will get in trouble.

We began

the Declaration of Independence with the comment, with a decent

respect for the opinion of mankind, mt for poetic eloquence
but because they knew very well this country could not have

achieved independence unless they explained themselves thorough
ly, and therefore at least neutralised any other country from
going on Britain’s side, and hopefully attracting them to ours.

We have never gone to work for a corporation that

didn’t come to us when it was in trouble, never had a corpora
tion call us up and say "We think wo ought to be aware of the

public thinking,"

called*

They have always been in trouble when they

The trouble has never involved the objective of get

ting wealthy

the trouble has always involved either their

indifference to the larger welfare, their clumsiness, being

aware of it and handling their responsibility or their un

imaginativeness, or a stubbornness that the facts of life ought
not to be what they are and if people only understood their ease

they’d see it their way—which is the biggest myth there is.
So, I think that they don’t have an awful lot of

choice about being good citizens, and a good citizen of a

country is not a guy whose sole objective is to make money
although, if he is a responsible citizen it ought to be a
primary and important objective.

He ought to be self supporting

and increase his worldy wealth, if he is responsible;

it

provides his children with a bettor education and a richer

life for himself.

He can have access to more things.

But I cannot see how there can be any sememe of
ethics or even any scheme of survival—I wouldn’t even be as
entity because

concerned as "ethics"—that can bo ignored by an

it happens to be a group rather than an individual.

think a college can do it;

I don’t

I don’t think professional associa

tion or a business or a governmental group or a political party
can do it.

To me, it’s almost—we haven’t had to argue this

actually with commercial people for a very

had people come and say "something’s wrong.”

time.

We have

Well, the pharma

ceutical houses right now are concerned because the public is

punitive about them, feeling they ought to be punished for some

reason, not really understanding what’s going on.

Actually,

the houses in this country have an extraordinarily good history
in ethics and everything else, but wealth can’t afford to be
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their criterion any more.

But we can’t have Campbell’s Soup Company caring
only about making money.

We’d have a rebellion of the suppliers.

Here is another public that some industries are very vulnerable
to.

If the farmers of this country ever got sore with the Camp

bell’s Soup Company, that company would vanish.
make any difference how good they were;

It wouldn’t

this guy who grows

the tomatoes is the guy who runs that company.

Campbell’s has

to be on the side of the farmer in their whole vision of life,

their whole evaluating of affaire.

They’ve got to be on the

farmer’s side.

We have it again with International Paper, which iS
quite dependent in this country on small forest-landowners of

the South.

And this is a Northern company in the South.

do a lot of things that are unpopular.

They

There is a certain amount

of danger of pollution of streams from paper mills.

There

could be the charge of despoiling the land if they cut trees
down indiscriminately.

But the problem isn’t whether they made money on the

forest land or not, but they’ve got to take into account the
whole attitude of those communities and those people because,

if those people are against them, they’re in very serious
trouble.
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I think we might face a problem now and then in the
economy as time mores on, because it’s going to be so much big

ger and so much more spotty for that reason, of acute overpro
duction—I don’t mean something to cause a depression of any

great dimensions, but in specific industries, misguessing, mis
estimating.

This is why I as a citizen, now—and I have no

brief, here, for the accountants,

they do.

in

trying to increase what

I just think that, as a citizen, that market research

in this country is too poor to be in the hands of people who
are now running it.
MR. BEDFORD:

Yes

MR. TOURTELLOT:

This is a moral responsibility as

It’s perfectly all right for the

well as an economic one.

company to say "We ought not to produce more because we will
lose money if we do," but also to say "We ought not to produce

more because this is going to create a mess."

MR. BEDFORD:

In effect, if business doesn’t assume

responsibility for the welfare aspect of it, they will
inevitably be going to find themselves subject to restrictions

imposed by a government.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

That’s the historical pattern, be

cause the general public is going to insist on it and, always,
political opportunists hope business never will.
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MR. BEDFORD:

Speaking in terms of civilisation in

general—that, if we had an intelligent group of people such
as businessmen are, concerned with the development of the wel

fare of the society as opposed to leaving it to the vote of
the politicians who are motivated by the man who can get the

vote from the people, there is a lag, it seems to me, inevitably

between the law and the actual need of the society, and would
not civilization be still further advanced if business were to

assume more of this responsibility?

Ultimately they catch the

restriction anyway, and there is the leading, then, to further
research in the area of business, and accountants, too, into
the basic concern of human behaviour, if you will, as to what

it is that people really want.
Now I, in a sense, believe morals are attributed in

a sense to What’s best for civilisation.

I don't know that

there is—I can see no reason why I should not take another
man’s wife other than I don't think that's the best thing for
me.

Xt might give me the greatest satisfaction, but will not

give the greatest satisfaction to the sasses of people.

So,

we have this that comes into a law, but I Imagine that evolved

over a gradual process.

Further, I think meet all of our so-

called right conduct is based upon a desire to de that which

Is best for everybody, not only in the present but in the future
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generation, as well—that is. It's right that you do this because

it's good for the development of civilisation, and if business
were to take this rather than taking as some rule of thumb that

this is a norally right thing to do, but don't do it on the
right type of research but take it either at an imposed

restriction derived from the bible or political edict—but,
why not go into the research ourselves to find out the thing
that is best for civilisation, if you will.

We can certainly

do it more expeditiously than we can through a legal process,
and I feel it's almost imperitive that we do this to advance

as rapidly as possible.

Now, another phase of it!

I think, further, that

as to the extent we have these developments taking place by
individual, Mall units—and I will classify business as snail

units—we got a diversity of approaches to it.

And we get this

and, over tine, we then crystalize on the one that is correct.

It causes a little bit of friction initially but, ultimately,
we come cut with it.

Is that a reasonable statement to you?

Does it...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I think that this brings up some

interesting by-questions, by the way, bearing directly on your

profession.

It's suite a difficult thing for a nan high in

management to have for, say, twenty years—and I suppose it
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would take twenty years, normally, for the man to rise to the

presidency of a company—who lived in the world of furniture, a
furniture manufacturer, and he knows the distribution organiza

tion, the production difficulties;

he is master of the subject.

He can't, in my judgement, live so close to one thing without
being blinded.

His peripheral vision is restrained.

Now, I don't think management can get along without
outside confidants in order to go the way that you are suggest
ing.

MR. BEDFORD:

That's good.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

It's a good way, and that is Why I

come back, over and over again—and Jack has heard me talk about

this enough to bore his to death, I am sure—that this profes
sion must have broadly educated men and men who will render

outside what the guy pays him to do.

ning, and this is one reason.

That's just the begin

There is this thing, too.

Most

people—this country isn't a country given to maliciousness.
I think that businessmen in this country are awfully Innocent

o think of than as the last romanticists,

because I spend my spare time in writing books generally in
the field of political science, and I have come to the conclus

ion that the only political romantics in this country are

businessmen.

They have a sot of principles and equations in
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their mind, and they don't get them disloged sufficiently be

cause they talk to each other too much.

And, in some company

towns, they don't only talk to the people in the same industry
every day, but to people in the same company, and they need

people outside their firms
.

Now, the original purpose can be for the purpose of
auditing them, or tax work because they need it, but I would
like to see accountants begin—and I expect, as they some over

to the ether areas of measurement which they are going to be

asked to do, I think, and ought to be prepared to do ton years
to find them

selves broadened in this area of concern.

They are going to

bring out some of these things.
The law does lag behind, but laws come about in

response to public needs, and the way to avoid laws is to avoid
the public need,
MR. BEDFORD:

That's right.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

And hOw do you do that?

by so acting tint the occasion never arises.

You do that

But I get back

to the fact that management, I think, is unable to do this
without outside help, if not for reasons they have such to do

With.

It's inherent.

was it his father’s.

Remember Justice Holmes'

or

He said we are all omnibuses in which
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all our ancestors ride.

These fellows are in business.

I never talk to a

man who is the president of a furniture company, but the
furniture industry, practically, because he is aware of the

whole set of attitudes, and he needs a sympathetic outerlooking
from a guy who is on his side and says, "Have you thought of

this?"

And, nine times out of ten, the answer is going to be
"No," and they want it, as far as we can discover.

MR. BEDFORD:

Just to get this on the record, here,

may I see if thia la correct—that the concept of management

consulting has grown and will probably continue to grow because

of the environment in which a nan oust place hisself to advance
to the top level of a company, and that if we assume the wel
fare objective is part of the function of business, it would

probably man that the accountant could move into a—this
consulting area very effectively to further that objective.
I want to repeat, here, Just for the record, that
the concept of management consultant is growing, is because

of the Interest in the welfare function as part—as responsi

bility of business.

Am I off?

Is this What you say?

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, that's true,

I like welfare
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in the constitutional sense, but I hate the word in the present

usage.

You mean, welfare in the broad sense?
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

either.

I am never sure what Norton means,

I think...

MR. TOURTELLOT:
MR. BEDFORD:

I don’t think of it as share the...

No, it's not!

MR. tourtellot:

I an thinking of corporate citizen

ship and responsibility for ths environment in which you
function and, almost, survival.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Of course, in that sense it's not

so remote from wealth creation.

The two things are a part of

one function.
MR. TOURTELLOT: Quite true!
chairman

CAREY:

And if Norton’s thinking in terms

of providing recreational facilities, giving longer vacations

and making the employees happy, donating large amounts of cor

porate funds to educational institutions and a host of things
like this as welfare, then I find myself on Bavelas' side, or

Solomon's side, I guess it was.
I don't think a business company can disperse money

that isn't the management's money more or less frivolously
in terms of welfare.

It's got to be an integrated...

MR. TOURTELLOT:

You are talking, now, of welfare in
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terms of philanthropy?

CHAIRMAN CAREY:
Norton isn't, in part.

That'S right, and I as not sure that

I don't think you are, but I want to make

the point, since he is putting it on the record so emphatically,
that the welfare of the country involved a higher standard of

living, avoidance of...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

The common welfare:

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

The common welfare, yes, which is,

broadly, the production and distribution of wealth, goods and
services and of things that strengthen society.

But I am a

little bit afraid that some companies, influenced by the desire
to be pleasing to the public, nay be taking on some of the

functions that really belong to clinics and charitable organisa
tions and foundations and...

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Well, I must say...

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...sort of indiscriminately, just to

make friends and influence people.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

i

must say, Jack, that as philan

thropy is not an activity that a conscionable individual citi
zen can ignore, neither is it one that the corporation can ig
nore, and I think the difficulty is that, here—and this is

another area where we haven’t heard enough from accountants-that corporate finance has to stand a certain test of relevance.
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I wouldn't be much impressed by the Ford Motor
Company planting geraniums for everybody dying of heart attacks,

but I would be if they said "There is something wrong with the

proportion of national suicide on the highways, and we've got
to do something about it because it's a part of our area."

The texture of our business life isn't such that there

that could make a small and effective
start in some area of human problems if they had a more intel
ligent attitude about corporate philanthropies.

Certainly in

the field of private education, well, wo fool very strongly
about this because wo started Frank Abrams and his group;

we

think that, if the corporations of this country do not see

that they have a stake in private, higher education of the
first order of importance, that probably it's going to become
an anachronism, and they will be the first ones to regret it

because, even though I don't suppose private institutions in
1975 are going to educate, in the collegiate and post-cellegiate

years, most of our students, they will be the bellwethers be

cause they are going to be immune from direct, political attack

in the font of legislative appropriations, and we've got to
have then.
Now, the corporations, if they are willing—and

they have little choice about it—to be a part of the twentieth
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century, where the nature of life

efforts instead of individual efforts, then just as in olden

days when individual efforts met certain philanthropic need,
big efforts have got to met this.

do-gooder;

And I don't think thio is

I think it's a necessary role of the corporation,

but I think it rune a danger of getting too whimsical, too
trivial, too irrelevant, and I would like—we have had, as you

know, some discussion in the business community generally about
the role and delineations of corporate philanthropy, but the
dialogue is net sufficient spirited, net been enough said, and

the accountants have not joined in it sufficiently.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

You make it clear the test of

relevance is ekay, because that mans that the wealth-creating

function is not unrelated to this philanthropic activity;

the

philanthropic activity cannot be irrelevant to the objectives

of the corporation.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

No, and I wouldn't want to be

emotional, but here, you see, we have a problem in this

country, anyhow.

You can take a thing like Multiple sclerosis,

which involves a very mall part of the population, not a great,

pressing medical problem. But it's very easy to dramatise, to
get a little girl six years old in spasm, or midway through

treatment, and you can raise money by popular subscription.
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It's not a pressing problem, really, and it's emotion
giving.

Well, it seems to me what the corporations can do is

to take a long, close look at those things that are never going

to get one single nickel from popular subscription because they

have no emotional content and which are

some light-years

ahead

of what the government is capable of, or in which government
actually would be inappropriate.
Here, again, we get back to Norton's thesis;

you'd

better do it if you don't want somebody else to do it; unless
we want all education at the collegiate level in this country

financed by government, the corporation's got to take a hand.

The statistics of the situation are such there is no alterna
tive.

if they don't want to take a hand, it will be absolutely

useless and silly, a little silly for them to start talking
about too much government aid to education.
And, another thing, it

seems to

me that we have more

and more corporations as national entitles,

and there is only

one thing, aside from the presidency of the United States, that

transcends state boundaries that might be responsible to the

national electorate, and that's the modern corporation with
shareholders in every state, and can vote, and that can be said
of no other office in the country except the presidency.

Now this, in itself, creates a control for the
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corporation as a company of men, which it is;

it’s a company

of men who own and manage and work for it, and who have to take

into account—they can't pretend they're a thing. They aren't.

They are net a thing, except as far as liability goes, but they

are not a thing, and the General Electric case proved the courts
are beginning to take a view, they are not things any more.

You

can go to Jail, for example.

I've got the feeling, perhaps, that we might have,
right after the war—oh, I don't know, perhaps 1948 to 1955,
overtheorized about the extra economic role of the corporation,

or the extra profit-making role of the corporation, and that we
might have a reaction that would go the other direction.

not;

I hope

I hope that there would be a view that a corporation

isn't supposed to be all things, and I agree with you on this—
should stop doing Jobs it's not its Job to do.
On the other hand, it ought not to lose awareness of
very special responsibilities which the forces of history have
thrust upon it and about which it has no choice, because we
are not going to go back to Individual philanthropies.

Nobody's

rich enough, and we can't do it with subscription philanthropy

because it's too difficult to make real to people.
I happen to think that a corporation should be

contributing moot to this

problem I touched on earlier of
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measurement of human beings to discover their aptitude and
competence, and so-forth, so we don't misuse our manpower, be

cause they have a stake in it and because it's necessary for
the nation, but I would take a dim view of them—I am not im

pressed by corporations giving money for any form of ad hoc

disease-alleviating fund because I think this can bo done in
other ways, and I wouldn't want the government entirely in charge

of all experiment and advance made in psychometrics.
I don't want them to be the ones who do this.

I

think it needs the assistance of a private effort not vulner
able to all the pressures that government people are vulnerable
to.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

We paid Quite a little attention

last year—this Committee—to Burley's book, "Power without
Property," which I know you know.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

And, persistently, there comes back

to mind the statement he made that you have made in other
words, that the modem corporation is floating free, pretty

much—the management is—from direct controls except in speci

fic areas where laws are passed)

that it's not controlled by

the stockholders, not really controlled by anybody except in

slight degree;

that it can't survive if it offends the public
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concensus, which is pretty much the same th
ing as your statement

that it can't survive to the face of adverse public opinion.

MR.

tourtellot:

If it does violence to that, then

there will be a repercussion.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

It cm...

He also went on to say that, un

fortunately for corporate managements, no criteria have boon
set up behind which corporate management can retreat, to a

sense.

I mean, there is no way of saying they have done a

perfect Job, or an eighty-five or ninety or ninety-five per
cent Job, and one of the projects we have been thinking about

to a very fussy way is the possibility of getting ease defini

tion, some standard, at least to the areas wore Immediately
related to the wealth-producing function.

I mean, we'vo got it to the balance sheet and the

income statement, but it's primitive, I think we agree.
MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

It's primitive.

The custodianship

of the capital, that's been stressed, the capital that's in

vested, and the earning capacity, and so-forth—that, to a cer
tain extent and perhaps to an unrefined manner is set forth to

what our Members audit.

But we are sort of groping around for

other quantitative standards of measuring the kind of a Job
the management is doing, and I should think that a progressive
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management would want that because...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes.
...because, just as our auditing

standards protect the Member when he is hailed into court on
a charge of negligence—he can say he did the things his prof

ession said he ought to have done;

that's a definition—so

a management attacked like your pharmaceutical industry, or
any other industry for seme slip might say that, well, at

least according to the standards that have been developed, we
have done a

pretty good Job.

Thia ties in with another remark you made, which is
that we don't have time loft for the normal evolutionary pro

cess.

If we are going to de the Job that everybody in this

committee thinks the Certified Public Accountants can do by
1975 or shortly thereafter, we've got to move awfully fast, and
the only way you can shortcut the normal evolutionary processes

of experience and trial and error, it seems to us, is by system
atic research, systematic investigations of things.

And, in a

way, that's what we are doing, today.

MR. TOURTELLOT:
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes.
one difficulty is, we've got so

damned much to try to get at;

wo don't have enough money,

and I am wondering why, if this profession—if the potential
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of this profession for usefulness is as great at you say it
is and as Bavelas has said it was and as Solomon said it was

and as almost everybody else says, why can't we get sows out

side, financial support for investigations into things like
the possibility of Measuring the job management does in quanti

tative terms of it.
Why the hell wouldn't the Ford Foundation or somebody

be interested in a thing like that?

It's almost impossible

for us to Manage it.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

The Ford Foundation does this in

the case of the bar, giving grants to the American Law Insti

tute and to tie American Bar Association.

I think, yes, if

you wrote a very persuasive rationale and then you politically
got it introduced the right way, which I should think would be

through Ben David, and had an internal sponsor, it might be
the best thing—might be—if you and a couple of people whom

you choose had an exploratory lunch with John David and discussed

pretty much as you have new.
I don't think you could do it by a routine applica

tion, but there is a precedent for it.
to professional associations.

They have given money

And you are tax exempt, aren't

you, as an educational...

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Oh, yes, as a business league.
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MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, but you have a very large

educational function, too.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes, an enormous educational angle,

and thia type of question is not research designed to help our

members to make money;

this is a kind of a pretty big, social

thing to which we feel a direct relationship.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes
But it's pretty hard for us as an

institute to move into our corporate clients
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Another thing you might do, Jack,

is got in league with one of the schools of business, so they
are grant recipient and work in league with then.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:
NR. TOURTELLOT:
MR. BEDFORD:

That's fine.
It seems to me wholly plausible.

An additional phase of it occurring to

me night be to gather the full profession behind this concept
and make then aware that the profession is thinking in this

direction—might be to appoint, also, a research committee on

non-income objectives of business, which would be under the
research department, for the purpose it night be, in effect,

the committee you would use to further this objective you have

here, but also they night cone cut occasionally with a report
of a certain typo of...
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CHAIRMAN CAREY:
troubles me.

This is one of the things that

You say the appointment of a committee but, you

see, that accomplishes nothing in particular.
ample experience to demonstrate this.
help;

We have had

The committee needs

it can’t do the work, it can't do the research.

haven't got any mor* money;

we are spending it all.

We
Where is

it going to get staffed and develop material on the non-income
objectives of business?
It's a pretty big thing.

You've got to do a lot of

reading, talking, getting very sophisticated people, and I Just
get kind of frustrated at the scope of some of the problems

when I think of them all being managed out of the institute's

office.
I think we've got to get some of them done by other

people for us while we are moving along on the problems that

are most urgent to ourselves.

And a similar one, just by way

of illustration, is the very serious problem of how well the

Certified Public Accountants are communicating, now.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

This is a critical problem and,

you see, it's going to control a lot of these factors that are

going to condition your growth in the Seventies.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Bavelas, the psychologist at Stan

ford, said he guessed we weren't communicating ten per cent of
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what we thought we were, weren't communicating with the mater
ials that go to the investors in the corporate reports, the

accountant's opinion.

He didn't know, but he said it would be

a very Interesting experiment.
I have a vary strong feeling that nobody but the most

sophisticated analysts know what goes into an independent audit,

or what's really significant in the way of a clarifying pre
sentation.

It's mumbo-jumbo to anybody Mho isn't a technician,

and I therefore think it's very highly downgraded and that

people take it as a kind of a routine thing and don't think
much about it, anyway, but it's sort of like certified milk
er something, what with the opinions in the sane form every
tine.

It's in most unvigourous language;

the lawyers wrote

it to protect the firns against legal liability, largely, and
I an just wondering whether...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

You wouldn't see that as a problem,

would you particularly Jack, of people net understanding?
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

It would soon to ne to be a problem.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

It seems to no so such a fact of

business life that you don't need to understand.
chairman

CAREY:

when RCA tells its stockholders

that they paid the company 500,000—AT&T, also announced the

audit fee, which looked to a stockholder like astronomical
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figures—I should think somebody ought to be engaged in point
ing out what that meant.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

We never—I think moot people

realise it’s quite an Intricate thing and is required by stat
ute, and there it is, and I don't know what you'd achieve if

they understood how difficult it was.

I think that the audit-

well, I am talking, now, as far as public opinion goes—isn't
a problee.

it's a permanent, required feature in business life

and going on.

It may bo a problee only as techniques are im

proved or accelerated by automation that might involve less
time, loss effort by people, but I should think, when you are

thinking in terms of 1970, you will be thinking in terms of
people thinking that you are nothing but auditors, you see.
MR. BEDFORD:

That'S right.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

That that's all you do.

It may, in

some cases, be all you do, but it isn't all you ought to do

and all the people need you to do.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:
MR. BEDFORD:

Right;

I agree.

Jack, I certainly go along with your

point, here, in terms of our financial requirement, the fact
our money is coming from the Members
problem with them.

and these are a current

I am sympathetic, very much, with that.

On the other hand, I like the idea of that we try
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to get somemoney from a foundation to investigate the broader

aspects on the hope that the profession will be induced to

move in this direction, because I may quote Bavelas again; I
do think there is going to be such a change in our business
and economic society within the next ten to fifteen years that

we are going to have to readjust ourselves rather drastically,
and I don’t know exactly which direction, but change will take

place, and I try to open up as many doors as possible.

To the extent of this proposal we have a comm
ittee
will do anything concretely, I don't knew that it will.

I

think that if—if this wore announced, if an article or two
were written, outlining what the committee eight be delving
into, it would acquaint the membership generally with this
possible development—nothing more than that—and it sight

include such thins as maybe we shouldn't use non-income, but
other areas to get into the area of Market research.

I believe Market research is trying to find out
what the needs of the people are and to which business can
produce,

it's not really contrary to this because we might

find something that might be incomel

it eight also be a non-

income aspect, particularly if we enter into the service area,

what services will cur economy or society need in the next
ten to fifteen years.
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I am not certain that it's going to be—recreation

might be well one of then, a very important one.

We do know a

number of companies enter into that area right now for the

purpose of keeping their employees happy.

In that seme it

say be a long-run income objective, I don't know.
MR. TOORTELLOT:

overlap, anyhow.

These things tend, don't they, to

Your mentioning of this rocreation/leisure

thing...
MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

odyssey.

...reminds me of Laurence Rockefeller's

Laurence was instrumental in putting together Eastern

Airlines because none of the banks would handle it, and ho is

heading the brothers' investment unit, and they made a general
rule they weren't interested in anything that

was safe;

people could go to banks or the investment bankers.

that

He was

interested in something that seemed pretty logical and might
work, but who knows.

But Eastern Airlines wai one such, and

then he is now starting to build hotels.

He has one in Porto

Rico, one in the Virgin Islands, about to build one in Hawaii.

I said, "Do you know what you are doing, Laurence?
You don't know anything about running hotels."

He said, "Yes, there are certain unmistakable trends,
and everybody has more leisure and, with Jet planes getting
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faster and faster,"

ha said, "I an building a hotel in Hawaii

for secretaries going there for week-ends," and this is going

to happen and it's happened in Porto Rico.
The people who go to Europe, now, are not—well, when
I was a boy, whenever my parents were going to Europe, this

was discussed in great detail about a year ahead—you know,
"Next year we’ll go to Europe," and then five years later, and

so-forth.

Well, now, you know, people who make their living
working for average salaries take European holidays.

But

Laurence is finely convinced that the combination of transpor
tation, increased leisure, curiosity people have, are going to

sake these hostelries he is building a highly-profitable ven

ture within ton years.
And then I pressed him a little bit and I said, "Are

you doing this on a hunch?"
And he said, "Yes, I can't got any information;
nobody's got any statistics!"

Well, if Laurance Rockefeller's accountant were
gifted in this area, or experienced and trained and perceptive,
he would unquestionably have turned to him.

It would have

been much—worth wore to then than their auditing Mistakes he
made last year.

He knows about them, and he will not go to
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his advertising agency because I won't lot him.

He has an

advertising—specializing in this resort advertising, and they

will do any damned thing to promote resorts.
that research;

you know it's not research.

You can't use

This is a vacuum,

or will he a vacuum into which somebody's going to have to
wove.

Management consultant!

You know, I don't know;

I

originally thought they were concerned with the procedural

aspects of management, not substantive ones.

But, in any case,

our discussions wore in this pool I mentioned.

The management consultants don't have the confidence
of business to the degree the accountants do for a lot of

reasons.

One is, their unfamiliarity of course, and one is

their whiz-kid psychology.

You know, they will come in and

then it shows up a couple of years later they were impulsive
and oversimplified the problem.

It's not the same thing.

Management consultants are going to fill the vacuum
only, I think, if other people who are better don't.

But they

are hungry and they have difficulty in establishing a permanent

relationship with a client, which is one of the incredible
facts of the accounting profession, the duration of their

client relationships.
You have everything on your side to do this and, if

it's done well, it's going to be done by you, I am quite sure,
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or else a new breed will arise—consulting economist!

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

This new breed has been the subject

of discussion in every meeting we have had recently, and it's
got something to do with public opinion or image or semething.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Sure!

It won't arise if people

know you do it and if people have confidence in you.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

That's right, unless people are

already so highly committed to the idea that Certified Public
Accountants have to do with double-entry bookkeeping and balance

sheets that it's an impossible educational job to persuade
them that they can be trusted with anything else.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I don't think that's impossible.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

You don't think that's so impossible?

MR. TOURTELLOT:

It may be difficult, but I think you

have various abilities in conditions that make it difficult
for you, and I Ain't know how much you can change them.

I

think something has to be done about the literature of this
profession that gets around to the layman that's conditioned

by ethical standards, but sometimes I have pressed that and

found it was less of a matter of ethics than a trade protection
where an accountant was afraid another accountant would take

his business away so he didn't want him to distribute things.
And that's all right because I think competitive advertising
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for clients would be a disastrous thing.

I don't think the

institute can do this because it's costly.

It's going to re

quire individual efforts to got the word around more.

There is

not enough communication of you people with the rest of the

world.

The only Other way you do it IS by revelation —you are

impressed by what people do and What they say.

Secondly,

with certain conspicuous exceptions, as a general rule, as was
noted in our survey of ours, the accountants don't get into

things enough—and, I mean, all the way.

I don't mean just a

conspicuous Job of public service, but I mean in a very small

way.

This is less true in Europe,

I have found, in Paris

and in Athens and in London, a great deal of nobility by these

people among other disciplines and other areas of activities,

and maybe they are going to carry it too far someday and never
get back to work, but they are a much more gregarious group of

people, so far as outside things.
Again, I once analysed all the public speaking done

by an accounting firm here in Now York—a large one—and I
think there was something like ninety-two per cent of it was

to other accountants.

They would send a guy to Australia

to speak to other accountants, but wouldn't send bin across

the Hudson River to talk to a bunch of doctors,

to find an
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occasion, you know.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Maybe they didn't have the oppor

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Nobody has an opportunity to do

tunity.

anything, Jack.

You have to create them.

listen to anyone else;

Nobody wants to

there is too such going on.

But, no,

they had a certain priority, and they'd like to discuss, as

they should, Mutual problem.

You know, they had a sense of

kinship, and I think that the accountants are reticent in this

respect and I also think sometimes they are tripped up by their

conservative Manners.

Actually, you know, you start a group,

I don't care what its function is or what the social context

of it is, and I bet you a nickel there will be a lawyer on
that committee the day after it's announced that it's going to

come into existence; something like what is it, since the
turn of the century ninety-six out of 116 cabinet appointments have

been lawyers, and most of them not attorney-generals—you know,
a Health, Education and Welfare lawyer!

What peculiarly does

a lawyer know about health, education and welfare!

And we

have just gotten to the point where the Secretary of Defense
is regarded as a person who ought to have some of the exper
ience and attributes of an accountant, but not a lawyer.
the bar has dominated things, partly because these are

But
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aggressive people.

Now, I don't think you can got inside all your Members,
you know, and change them;

they have the attitudes and re

straints that they do have, but I think you can do it with a

generation we are speaking of, those who are going to be if not
naming the profession,
Seventies.

the ones about to run it in the

And, again, I must say I have to go back to the

education of the thing because, if anybody askes me the most
important, single problem facing this profession for the next

fifteen years, I'd say "education."
MR. BEDFORD:

I agree with this, very much.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Being an educator!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Because it's Inevitable—not because

ease joker like me came along and said that, hell, you people

Should do this.

That's not going to work, anyway, but I

suspect it'S because you have had a really heavy heritage of
purely technical education, by and large.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:
MR. BEDFORD:

Right!

Right, and the reaction in cowing in

now to the suggestion that you have wade earlier, that we

ought to have more of the arts for the development of the
creative capacity of people because their environment is un

certain, and therefore we ought to study these very fundamental
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areas as this problem of transfer—to what extent did you

learn about, shall we say, the history of Europe, to what ex
tent does a person have the capacity to then relate that to a

Situation in which he will be confronted this time—this prob
lem of transfer!

And some people have been suggesting that

the emphasis on liberal arts is not realistic because it doesn'
t

provide for the transfer of transition, so it out become useful
infomation.

As Whitehead said. If information isn't useful,

it's no information
at
all.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

problem in a way?

Now, isn't this really creating a

I don’t know hew this happens;

it would be

difficult for me to say that it's better for a physician to

have read Shakespear or not to have read it, so far as perform
ing an appendectomy or prescribing a medicine goes, but it's

the felt judgement of people generally that the acre areas in

which one person
can establish a relationship to another the

more solid is that relationship and the broader the confidence.
MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I think they are looking for too

much if they are looking for a transfer to usefulness, and I
wouldn't suspect, except in a very
question would even come up.

functional profession, that

The ministry, for example, in

this country, has boon a really varied thing.

You have had
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everything from some of the best-educated men in the world in
the ministry of American churches—I mean, people who went to
excellent colleges and studies overseas and went to excellent

graduate schools, and then you have had, also in the ministry,

people who've gone to, you know, some ad hoc bible institute
designed to perpetuate some individual’s theories—theoretically

clergymen, but nobody listens to the minor ones, and the others
of this country achieved enormous influence.

This is the reason, but I don’t think it’s transfer
able in the sense you can say, well, that's what I am speaking
of when I mentioned the years when medical schools required

students, required their students to use their collegiate years
solely for preparation in chemistry and biology.

History and

literature, it’s all right, but it doesn’t count with us.

And

now they are saying, "Well, don't cone around and seo us unless,

in addition to having Mastered what you ought to know Just to

sake it passible for you to study Medicine, you’ve got to got
into the areas."
Why does Yale Law School want eventually to have
everybody to have a Master of Arts degree?

Because I don't

think the collegiate experience, itself, puts than enough
ahead of their fellows to give them a commanding position!

They want them to consider, continue the broader education at
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the same time they have a professional education.

I don't

think it’s possible.
MR. BEDFORD:

I quite agree.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I also don't think it's—I am not

even quite sure desirable, because I think it throws the wrong
emphasis on other things.
MR. BEDFORD:

I would agree—a man who night well

rise to the top in a given field without the broad approach, but
might do more har
m to society because he doesn't have an
appreciation of literature and the entire spectrum of civiliza

tion as it developed!

I can certainly visualise this as being

a very important restriction upon anyone moving into a really

high, responsible position...
MR. TOURTELLOT:
MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

...because I think a man can technically

make a devil of a lot of nonoy and because ho is a specialist

in that area and be Quite competent, but be unaware of the

entire civilisation and its probions, and he will do more har
m
than good in the long run.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

That's right, because he narrows

down to the point where he is negligent in the other areas.

In practical application of this, before we leave it—the

common market, for example—I would think it might be Quite
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difficult for any accountant, I am sure you will agree, to
advise his clients on what's likely to happen in France without

some awareness of or interest or sensitivity to the total French

experience, because they behave like French and not Americans,
and similarly with the English.

If it's a matter only of

mathematics, there wouldn't be any problem.

But you could have

gotten the mathematics without going to Europe;

you wont to

Europe because you wanted to talk to people.

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

I was thinking about your cement

about accountants moving into the area of market surveys and

that kind of thing.

One of the problems I think we face free

the point of view of public relatione is that our traditional

field of auditing has created an image, not only in the mind
of the public but in the Bind of our own profession, of the

exactitude and responsibility for something which doos not in
volve any guesswork, at all, and we have always shied away free

making predictions.

In fact, we are prohibited from making

any financial statements which have the appearance of a pre

diction, and I think that this may have conditioned our mind in
a way that makes us afraid—and I me
an that, literally—to

take on consulting work that does Involve probability, for

example, rather than exactitude.
Now, do you feel that the public gemrally also has
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this attitude about us and might make it difficult for us to
expand into the areas that you feel we should?

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, I think one of your great as

sets is your reputation for objective exactness.

It eight be

the wrong term because there is a judgement factor, here.

are not adding machines;

on evidence.

You

you do give opinions that are based

The problem with market research is the inadequate

row Material for which management has a use in order to Make

You aren't going to be asked to prophesy whether

decisions.

General Motors should make a new car or not to make one.

What

we need in management circles is somebody with a body of actual

statistical fact and says "This appears to be the situation."
Now, it's a business judgement that will involve

a whole lot of other factors—weren't schooled in as to whether

you do it or not, but this is what the situation is.
the Market research that Ford had was half-cocked;

Now,

it wasn't

statistically sound, and the reason it wasn't statistically

sound was, the people furnishing it had a stake in the outcom
e,
end it's probably entirely self conscious that the people are

optimistic;

they filtered through the stuff and looked for the

stuff that would kind of bolster something, and they had an

economic stake in it, which I think is a very, very difficult
thing.

The whole business of any service business being paid
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a percentage of anything is absolutely disastrous.

thing is untenable and suspect.

The whole

No matter what the human

beings are, there were millions of dollars involved in the
advertising, and no agency which has an economic interest,
responsible for what is going on, puts a gloomy cast on any

figures.

But another thing is, it goes back beyond that.

are a disclpline, in the best sense of that word.

You

Insofar as

they contribute to the perfectability of a device to serve

them, we say to toll then where they stand, but you aren't
mastered by them.

You use then as a servant.

But you are right;

this.

you've got to very much guard

This is a great asset.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

something is very peculiar about

this fooling for exactitude and precision, the opinion being
elaborately accurate, because, as a matter of fact, the

financial statements certified five years ago aren't any more

right than the projections for next year, probably, because

they are a lot of subjective decisions made five years ago in
deciding what happened in 1957 and events never work out pre-

cisely as can be foreseen, so the statements weren't quite right
even then, so it's kind of foolish to say that, because it's

passed, we
were exact.

it
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Probably today an accounting firm could give you al
most as good a projection of next year's operations as it did

of 1957’s operations, and by hindsight.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

You know, actually, I don't - expect

that until there is more intricate computing machinery than

we have now that most inventory is anything but statistical

sampling, by the way, because nobody has time to go around
and count-out hair brushes in the Inventory, but a reasonable

approximation and sound estimate is arrived at.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

And of their prices!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

That's right, of their worth, what

they are going to bo sold for.

But new I should think that

market research needs to have the attitude that you people

bring to it, rather than any now technique.

You are just and

cautious, and the people they have doing it, now, are not.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

And there does have to be evidence.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

And the evidence has to be fairly and

objectively weighed.
MR. CHARLES ROCKWOOD:

Is what you are trying to say

is, rather than be market analysts, themselves, perhaps they
ought to give opinions on market analysis?
MR. TOURTELLOT:

That's what, you know, what they do
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now.

MR. ROCKWOOD:
nique

But, rather than get into the tech

it, leave that for another group?

MR. TOURTELIOT:

Well, I don’t know, Charles.

You

see, what I don't want to happen is that the accountants be
come technicians, only.
MR. ROCKWOOD:
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

I think that what you pay for in a

good accountant is his judgement, as well as his technique.

Now—and I would depend upon what you have depended on to make
them as good as they are, and what they do is a safety valve

rather than a limitation on their function.

Their counsel is

necessary, and I think it's necessary in this field because
it's apt to be better than the counsel of anyone else, but I'd

hate to have them stop short of analysis.

I want them to stop

short of prophecy, to barge in and say, "Look, if you sake

this new car, for God’s sake, you will make $500,000,000 a
year and sweep all the others, the other cars away."

I want them to go in and say, "Look, we have studied

this and there are a lot of things against it, a lot of things
for it.

I will run down this with you and let you knew what

we think it means."

I want then to go that far because I

think the advisory function of this profession is needed.

I
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think it's a frontier and I think that the technical aspects
of it ought to be in the service class for the profession.

It's pretty much, Charles, as though your lawyer
were limited to a technical reading of the law to you and tel

ling you what the law is.

A lawyer who just tells you what

the law is isn't a hell of a lot of help.

The lawyer goes

beyond that and says "Let’s look at it for a moment, and here
are the different avenues, if you do this with regard to this

law, that could happen;

weigh them over and let's talk about

then."

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

This fits into the concept of the

information system being total, which has comeup at some of
our meetings.

After all, market-research statistics are

estimates, data, are part of an information on which manage

ment bases decisions and lots of other statistics and data

are, too, and in these other talks we have h
ad, the idea has
emerged suite clearly that somebody's get to be on top of all
that data.

Somebody's got to...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

...interrelate them!

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...interrelate it and, incidentally,

do something with it, and it'S a technical job, a professional

job, and a job that requires a certain amount of discipline.
Apparently, in companies now, the nan closest to the information
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system in the sense of this kind of data might be an engineer
or he might be an economist or might be a guy who knew the

electronic data-processing system so well nobody else could
run it but him, and there is a suggestion, at least, the

Certified Public Accountant might move into the place where all

this kind of data is processed through him and by him and Judged
and evaluated by the way which involves prediction and

probability, rather, as well as past fast.
MR. HEIMBUCHER:

It seems to me he is extending it a

little and, I think, wisely.

Up to new we have been thinking

of this information system in terms of, oh, production planning

and acquiring of goods and all of the things that you think of

once the policy, future policy of the company has been set,
but when he brings in this market analysis, he is going a lit
tle beyond that, it seems to me, and going into the field of

evaluating alternatives of future motion relating to new pro

ducts, which I don't think we had thought—at least, I hadn't—

of as a part of this internal-information system.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I hadn't, until now, but if you are

going to figure out what is the rate of return on a rate of

investment, which Solomon says we've got to do, don't you have
to take into account the probable coming volume of consumption

of the product that's going to be made?
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MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Even a new product!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

That's right, by a disciplined set

of raw-materials statistics!

Two things are needed—more,

better raw material which you can provide to make a decision,
and sounder judgement on that.

I would suspect an accountant

is such less easily sent off into an affirmative or a negative

stress by a set of figures than an advertising nan.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I think you are quite right.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

And this is what I think is very im

portant service, and also I go back to this a little bit.

We

live in an age of specialism and, as you pointed out, anybody

who's

the only guy good at a certain tiling can make enormous

amounts of money, but we also live in an age where the
specialists can function less and less in a vacuum of their own

entity. They

must more and more be men of general sight, be

cause too many factors weigh against it.

our life, alone;

Facts don't dominate

a whole lot of things do, and there ought to

be an awareness of that.
This is why I go back to the matter of education,
because I think that this profession is the last that I know of
that educates primarily as specialists.

I dare say most ac

countants still are specialists in accounting.

I would hope

that one of the visible evidences of the change by 1975 is that
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the publisher of the Journal won’t have that ad on the back

cover any more.

I have been quarrelling with Jack about

this for ten years.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:
MR. BEDFORD:

LaSalle Extension university!

I Just saw it about a year ago.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I would hope that the learned journal

of this profession would refloat a state of affairs where there

just wouldn't be any ad for LaSalle Extension university be

cause you couldn't be an accountant by going that way.
MR. BEDFORD:
got this together.

Here is the way I have been trying to

Regarding events which we are to measure

and commun
icate, or at least we are to communicate, certain

things are certain and that presumably other things are only
probable, and therefore, as accountants, we need to go more
and more into this probability analysis, develop our statis
tics and probability bases so we can say this would be so and

still other events are completely uncertain, in which we have

to exercise an area of Judgement.
We have developed certain rules we thought were

certain in our auditing and accounting measurement of the past
but which we new realise, really, are based upon the proba
bility, and onoe we get into the study of that, we now open

UP the entire area of mathematics and statistics on a probability
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basis which we can then provide to management as a basis for

decisions.
But I beli
eve Mr. Tourtellet also suggests we might

go into other areas
only;

wherein the d
evelopment requires judement,

there is not a measurable process, here, but that,

by virtue of our broad training and our awareness of what I

of civilisation, which

have called,

might be in a decision to render decisions on a judgemental
.. .

MR. TOURTELLOT:
MR. BEDFORD:

Yes?

.. .and this would really represent

an extension of anything we have ever talked about previous.
Is this a correct...

MR. TOURTELLOT:

MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

That would be a now phase of it, at

least to me, that you were talking about, because I have always
thought of ourselves as always getting this on some kind of a
measurable basis, to tell a man that, statistically based upon
a survey of the need of population, we would predict, if you

were to go into this type of a product, you would get such-and-

such a return, but again based always on our statistical
method we developed, as opposed to an intuitive develepment—

or, am I pushing this too far!
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MR. TOURTELLOT:

Well
, wait a minute!

With regard

to non-evidentiary conversation s that you have with these people,
where you have no statistical analyses or anything else, I

think this will be informal and it will develop as a result of
the client's confidence in you as a person of bread scope, just

as they're inclined, much to my distress right now, to ask
their lawyers an awful lot of things having absolutely no rela

tion to the law.

I don't think it would be ever formalized as an
accounting function, but would be a natural outgrowth of the

relationship that develops between you and these people.

You

would kind of pull the femes down a little bit and he would
realise that, in addition to providing services that are a part

of your discipline, you also were broadly aware of people
interested in the whole spectrum of the things he wanted your
advice.

It's net going to be something you write and sign your

name to in a letter, you know;

it's going to follow the pat

tern of corporate counsel, I believe, Just because the people
have confidence in the counsellor.

Before discussing the educational aspects of this, I

must say that nobody should overlook the tremendous strides
made in the past, because it's Wen very rapid compared to

other professions, and I think there has been a conscious
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attitude about this, and it hasn't been a thing people have
been unaware of or negligent of our gains.

You have done an awful lot in a relatively short
time but, as Jack and I both observed earlier, there isn't

enough time for evolution as there used to be, and I would
think, if it isn't getting too specific to this session, you

night want to give thought to an especial subcommittee or
something for speeding up the whole educational standards and

press it a little further.
I don't think it's any good any more to talk about

people having a Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science

degree before they study accounting, while they are studying.
I suppose the Institute ought to Start talking about it in

terns of what they study.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Your friend on your left, here, is

a member of another little committee working on what we call

the study of the common body of knowledge of the Certified
Public Accountant.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I would think it extremely useful.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

We are hoping the Carnegie Foundation

will give us a grant to match one of their own;

than and they are going to act on it in October.

it’s before

We have been

through the negotiations, processes, although Cliff will see
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John Gardner Wednesday morning to have another interim talk

about it.

And the idea, here, it not to talk about thirty

hours in sociology or any particular courses or what-not, but
to talk about what knowledge a man ought to have, not only

to begin, but to adap
t himself to the changes in the next fif
teen years, what basic kinds of subject matter should he have

in his head.
How he gets there ma
y involve some rather radical

changes in the educational process, is what Bavelas has said.

We don't have any good courses in human relations for account
ants, and wo my have to invent something that's a combination

of psychology, sociology and other aspects of the behavioral
sciences for the purpose.
But our first job is to write down at great length

what needs to be known, and we are all quite sure there will be

more ma
tters like ma
the
matics, we are all quite

sure there

will be foreign language, and we are all quite sure there will
be some other things.

But it takes research and, again, the

opinions of a groat Many intelligent people before we can do

that.
Now, on the basis of that, I think—and Norton feels
it would be quite a revolutionary change in the curricula

approaches—s
ome of this ma
y be preprofessional, in the liberal
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arts curriculum;

some of it may be the graduate level in the

professional program;

some of it nay be in continuing education

which the Institute would have to provide, or the firms will
have to provide.

But we don’t know where it will be taught,

but at least we can get a kind of an over-all look at it, and

those interviews we are having between you and the others, wo
think, way condition that study somewhat, too, because what
you need to do relates on what you are probably going to be

sailed upon to do, and that's what we are talking about.
We have made a move in that direction.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

We had some discussion at the tine

of the Advisory Council on Columbia as to whether or not we are

doing enough in the graduate school in business ethics, and
the thing that astonished me was that a course in business

ethics was necessary, because it seems to me that the certain
awarenesses that control a nan'S behaviour in this respect

stem from the whole body of his mentality, of his mind, and
they were going to try to teach a precise course to create a
situation that can't be created by precise, technical courses.
I would have thought, getting back very much to what
you said in your first consent, if they had a sense of the

obligation to the total society, not because they are charitable
but because they want to survive in it...
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MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:
ary.

...this would be a little unneces

Actually, they were talking about a course on business

ethics in a rather slide-rule way, you know—you don't do this
and don't do that—and I reload a little bell about that.

I

said, "I'd rather have you guys make a prerequisite in this
school that these boys have read in philosophy and in ethics—
not business ethics;

things!"

There isn't "business morality";
"moral or immoral."

there is either

Thia isn't a pert of a trade education,

at all, but these high-management people got in positions of

enormous self determinism—you know, they can do a lot of

things, and most of then are smart.

Thore ought to be, long

before they walk into the Columbia Graduate School of Business,
an apprehension of fundamental values and a sense of the drift
of humanity and a sense of Identity with it that would preclude
this shenanigan.

this.

You know, you Just don't start a course on

I don't know!

You run into dangers when you try to

get too specific in these educational prerequisites for profes

sional schools, but I should think, generally speaking, the
man's got to have enough math or he's going to flounder.

But

I should generally think the thing that Conant specified as

a hallmark of an educated man is what you are talking about—
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familiarity with a foreign language, ought to have a sense of
history, and he ought to have a speculative th
oughtfulness a
couple of courses in philosophy give him.

And I don’t know

how specific you can got beyond that, really.

Then, when you got him in a professional school, you
worry about teaching him the profession.
MR. BEDFORD:

Yes! One thing I have begun to feel—

and I believe you take a contrary view—but one role of the
business school is to provide for the transfer aspect of this;

that this body of knowledge that they can learn—I do believe

that it’s possible for a student in the liberal-arts area to
learn things and know it for purposes of examination but never
have the innate capacity, because it does require a tremendous

capacity, to utilise all that information related to every-day

problem.
So, I do believe there is a problem of transfer,

an intermediate stop between the basic procedures and concepts

of the economic or social world in which wo live and the basic,
shall we say, philosophical issues they might well study in
literature, and this transition phase, I believe, is one big

gap that the business schools have never provided to teach
for transfer—that is, if you learn something, beside putting

it on paper, it ought to be from there on useful information
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throughout all your life.
We have always left that, in the universities, to
the individual student to make and use that information.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Is it practical?

I suppose you

could do it through case-history courses.
MR. BEDFORD:

There is some study up at MIT and

Harvard that is suggesting that this transfer teaching is

possible.
MR. TOURTELLOT:
MR. BEDFORD:

I know about the MIT one.

Brunner!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

And Harvard is doing one, too—maybe

it is.
MR. BEDFORD:

I don't know, but this phase of it

that I would like to see developed!

And this would give us a

little bit of a perspective to business education, then.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Isn't this pretty much what the

educational odyssey is, altogether, where we am educated in
order to acquaint us with where the race has gotten to up to
this point...

MR. BEDFORD:

That's right.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

...in anything, and that's the

business of education, and it's the business of life.

This

is the substance of our life, the practicalization of it.

Is
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this teachable?
MR. BEDFORD:

That's what I don't know!

MR. TOURTELLOT:
MR. BEDFORD:

That's the issue.

MR. TOURTELLOT:
general view?

Or, is it experiential?

Is it a man's perception and his

It might be, you could certainly have powerful

reminders free time to time, even though you couldn't teach

it directly, you know.
MR. BEDFORD:

Okay!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I don't imagine that the Harvard

Medical School is concerned such of a transfer problem of a

cultural development of students to the problem of medicine,
but they night be in clinical cases, when it involves certain

psychological aspects of just dealing with people as people.
MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I just don't know.

I would be

sceptical about the teachability on any broad front...
MR. BEDFORD:

I am, too.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

...because I just don't know What

to do, but also I do think that it constitutes a challenge and
delight of our daily lives in any profession.

I was looking over this to see if I had any profound
comment that would break my heart not to have made!
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CHAIRMAN CAREY:

You will have plenty of time to

make more, and I think we have lots of questions left.

I'd

like, for one thing, to talk at greater length about the more
mundane subject of the communications problens.

I don't know

whether we have yet grasped it, really, or whether we are quite
sure how and what—-and, of course, what the Institute can do
here, again, is extremely limited when you look at the whole

problem.

I mean, our resources are relatively tiny when you

think about the t
hings that ought to be done.
It's one thing to say that which I believe, that the
CPA’s, themselves, have to do the communicating;

be done institutionally, really, for them.

it can't

But it’s another

thing to find out how to get than to do it, how to give them
the proper guidance to get them interested in doing it and

show them the profitability of doing it, if you like.
We have in the past year, as you know, Arthur, ex

perimented with what we call publi
c-relations clinics, trying
to get down to brass tacks on ways of getting into

touch

with people's Binds in the country, in t
he comunity in
which your CPA practices.

They have been fairly successful.

We have had fourteen of them, and we have reached, maybe,
1,400 people.

Of those, I suppose half of them forget it when

they went home, and the other half of the other half didn't
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really understand it, and the half of the remaining half maybe
is doing something about it.
MR. ROCKWOOD:

I sent Arthur a couple of reports free

those.

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

One of the things worrying me in

this regard is, is it possible maybe ninety or a larger per
centage of our Members are uneducatable in this regard, and

we will not increase that percentage materially until we changed
the whole educational pattern.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Very important, yes, because it

seems to me you night attempt the impossible, Jack, spend a
great deal of tins, money and worry attempting to do something

that you are not really going to do, and by any amount of
persuasion.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

You mean, by addressing ourselves

to 50,000 Members?
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

They are the way they are,

and they are a product of their background, times and ex

perience, their way of doing things.

They are not at any

profound emergency where they have to be rescued.

Usually

you can convert people only when they're in danger, and they

aren't in danger.
busy.

I imagine the profession as a whole is pretty
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CHAIRMAN CAREY:

They're in danger of obsolescence.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

But don't see it as happening tomor

row morning, and will not worry about ten years ago because

they've got to do an audit tomorrow.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Tomorrow!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

But I do think there is one specific

thing you have to watch.

I think frequently the stereotyped

inage of the accountant, with the eyeshade and narrow technique
is perpetuated unknowingly by some of your literature and some

of your materials, and that maybe you ought to start thinking
of, well, you aren't going to talk an awful lot more about

the profession ten years from now.

recruiting film.

I felt that way about the

It made a detective of a guy, you know, and

I didn't think it was very...
MR. ROCKWOOD:

It showed him harassed.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

And somebody is doing something,

and the accountant rushes in and saves the situation, and it
was Just geared to rather a snail body of concepts in the

little house in the suburb and everything, which was not the

kind of thing to attract the great and best wind, and this is
a problem.

The second problem, it seems to me, is under some
of the printed literature.

I an talking, now, I'd put ny faith
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and I think you are just absolutely right, on the guys you

are going to be getting into it.

I just think it would be a

heartbreaking thing to attempt to change the views and the

horizons and the values and perception of all your Members.
You aren't going to do it.

There isn't enough overwhelming need

for them to become suggestible, and people are creatures of

habit.

But, when you start getting as many of the beat boys

from Yale, Columbia and so-on into accounting as the law gets

into the law, then you have made a tremendous inroad, and
this is what I would spend more money on, recruiting, and
more money on any group of like-minded people within the Insti

tute who are willing to work on the problem of education and

standards than I would in exhorting the Members.
I think you can exhort then to doomsday, I really
do.

I don't know of any technique of doing it.

know how the hell you would do it.

I just don't

I think it's lost on

them.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I think that, over the past ten or

fifteen years, Norton, a large proportion, let's say, and let's
say a significant proportion, a material proportion of the

young people earning into the profession have been better edu

cated, broadly, than the ones who came in before the war.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

No question about that!
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MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

And I find that, in the middle lev

els of some of the firms, people unknown to me who are now
Managers or just recently partners who were very, very promising

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Broad, imaginative!

They are sus

ceptible, and it’s occurred to me, sometime, if we could get
at them as a segment of the membership and sort of enlist their

interest in the sort of thing we are doing, here, we might move
a lot faster than if we sent out propaganda to 50,000 people

which then lies rather Shallowly on them on the better ones
because it’s addressed to the 50,000, not personalised.
MR. BEDFORD:

I thoroughly subscribe to that, Tom.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I wonder how we can get at the so-

called elite corps of the thirty-eight to forty-five-year-olds
who I have in wind, here, that are really moving.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

You will have, I suppose, you move

around enough probably so that you could Just...

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I know scores of them;

Charles

knows scores of then—but we don't know!
This would be very good.

I think

that there is a diplomatic problem, here, in a way.

I don't

NR. TOURTELLOT:

-
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think that there should be allowed to escape the impression
that present practitioners are all uneducated or wrongly edu
cated, because they have served this profession very well,
indeed, and served American business very well, indeed.

The

problee is that the opportunities of the future are different,
the context in which they are going to be practiced is suite
different, and it's a very attractive field, this field of

advising management where they can expect somewhat sere serious
competition than they have had in the past.

I would think you

could make some progress by getting such a group together.

And, of course, you do have to rely on tine and the evolutionary
process, but I do believe you can have certain awareness of
your o
wn at ths Institute about this, that you are going to

studiously avoid perpetuating any of these narrow concepts for
the sake of attracting the young men we want to attract.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Norton gave us one of the first

shockers when we got into these discussions quite a few years
ago when he first cane on the Committee by announcing at the

outset that accounting, as it was conceived and taught at many
If not mos
t of the universities, was Just too easy to challenge

a serious student;

it wasn't stimulating enough.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

He could get it done in such a short
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period of time, the conventional subject matter that the
CPA examination encompasses—I think you said twelve hours

was enough.
MR. BEDFORD:

I said eighteen or twenty, but I still

believe it.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Norm would know more about it than

I do, but it's been my observation that the best students are
attracted to those areas involving intellectual exploration.

Now, this profession is depicted constantly, however necessary
and agreeable it eight be in many ways, as dealing with
final natters without intellectual exploration, without which

you will not attract the best minds.
Now, everything we have been talking about this

norning seems to me to add up to that;

that might have been

so in the past, but will not be forever thus, and there are

forces outside of us that will broaden the whole area of the
profession, and it will be an exciting thing where your brain

is going to count—not as an automat, either.
MR. BEDFORD:

That spirit ought to be brought into

the accounting curriculum.
MR. TOURTELDOT:

This, I would like to get a little

bit into the recruiting literature.

I wonder, sometimes, if

recruiting literature sanction doesn't turn away more than
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I have read that there ere a whole lot of very

expensive brochures published, but I bet a great many people,
if they even know that the accounting profession was a profes

sion that had committees on long-range objectives and had the
kinds of conversations we have had this morning would say these
are the kind of people I want to be with;
exciting and important to me.

that's something,and

But, however necessary, not

just the dealing with what is, and not then...
MR. BEDFORD:

And this, I think, at the university

right now, especially the state universities, is the big prob

lem—that they are teaching what is.

It's not an imaginative

approach, at all, and in addition to the fact we nay have the
CPA's as they now are, I believe we've got to change that

curriculum rather drastically in some of the state universities

along the lines here of making us a more imaginative, creative
approach to it—a creating of alternatives, if you will, and
so many of the textbooks right new take that which was put out

on the committee of the accounting procedure, and this is the
rule, and the student memorises that rule, and this is not

education.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Perhaps it is right to assume this

profession of accounting teachers, themselves, don't have an

especial idea of it.
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MR. BEDFORD:

I think that’s a fair appraisal.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

And, within some of those, can’t we

stimulate a series of regional seminars on this whole subject?
Would that be a useful thing to do?

CHAIRMAN CAREY,

Arthur, I must say we had, during

the past year and a half, I think seven regional seminars on
the future of accounting education with selected teachers and

practitioners--you knew, fourteen, sixteen.
then Myself;

I attended two of

you have attended some, haven't you?

NR. BEDFORD:

One!

CHAIRMAN CAREY*

And they have held thaw free

California to Texas, to the University of Georgia, to Carnegie

Tech to Columbia.

Sometimes the deans sat in, and the fruit

of all these discussions is now being analysed with a view to

publication.

Those are top people, too, most imaginative

people on both sides, so we think it will give a little food
for thought and talk among the accounting teachers as well as

our people.

There is something the Institute can do, I am sure,
that Arthur's mentioned, to at least not perpetuate the

universal Inage, if we can use that hackneyed word, but is a
problem.

The ad on the back of the Journal is only a slight

part of it.

The editorial content of the Journal is another
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part, but we do have 44,000 constituents and we do have to

adapt ourselves to their attitudes.

I mean, we can't leave

them and say to come with us up the mountaintop.

They want

to read articles about things we are dealing with today.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I think the editorial content of

the Journal, which is a service publication for the profession,
isn't a problew. I think there might be thought given to a

supplementary publication that would be as the medical profes
sion has started one, whore they have a whole lot of articles
none of them about medicine, and this goes to, oh, hundreds

of thousands of doctors, and it's all on historical, philosophic,
literary matters, and it works very well and the doctors read

it.

I don't believe that—incidentally, I think the ad
about which I speak is a symptom, rather than itself, but I
must say that a boy at Yale contemplating a career in account
ancy picks up the Journal and it registers on his mind, "Is
that a correspondence-school profession I am getting into?"

When I see these ads in other professions, not in medicine but
I think it's Just as simple as that.

But, in itself, I don't

think—well, I do think that if the institute could stimulate,

by one way or another—well, I suppose ideally, it would be
sponsoring a subscription publication that would be self
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supporting on other aspects—a good article, for example, on
political implications of the common market, with net a damned

thing to do with the economics or the accounting aspect of it—
that sort of thing night begin to make some inroads,

be too early;

that may be the cart before the horse.

chairman

CAREY:

Basically, our media for communica

tion are too few and too low level.
the same.

it night

In effect, they were all

The Accounting Review is the academic journal, but

all it talks about is accounting, really.

The University of

Chicago is about to launch and publish an accounting-research

quarterly, but all it's going to talk about is more advanced
problems of accounting theory.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

It's a learned thing.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Learned, but it's technical.

The

Journal of Accountancy has a copious readership survey, and
it's always pulling us back to how you duplicate income-tax

returns most economically and how you—which is the best Xerox
equipment and things of that sort.

The state society publica

tions are Just small Journals—I mean, it's all the same kind
of things, any publication you pick up.

It's even difficult

to find places to publish stuff like we are producing.

I

mean, the editor of the Journal is getting a little uneasy

you know about it, about the way out—too much of it reducing
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the subscription list and thereby theavailable funds and
thereby, you know, survival is really the first thingyou said

earlier about a business.

We have to survive before you can

lead then.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

This gets back also, you see,

to our theory that this Committee is prescribing for the future,

not the present.

This is another area whore there are Units

on what you can de, but if you could establish certain points

of departure, you knew, I go back to the fact that everything
has its roots in the educational problem.

There is no sense

worrying about it in any other aspect unless you worry about,
first, the education.

here;

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Recruiting and education!

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Two other areas night be worked in

one is the matter that you mentioned as regarding a

certain percentage that we already have that is well educated

and fully qualified to wove along and advance this whole prog

ram.

We have to reach then and, secondly, there is this in

direct aspect of recruiting and understanding and in the terns
of the literature that reaches bankers and businessmen general

ly and on the outside of our profession, and perhaps our atti
tude in a lot of those publications is wrong.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I have felt for a long tine that the
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releases that go out of our technical committees, auditing

statements on auditing procedure and accounting research bulle
tins which are looked at by bankers and by lawyers and by
sometimes, I guess, business Managers who are interested for

one reason or another, are nest discouraging.

The tone is not

the tone of a broad, philosophical approach

a problem.

It

is extremely narrow, extremely meticulous, extremely definite—

very hard to do anything about this.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Another problem!

It's hard for me

to imagine any aspect of our national life on which an account
ant tended to bring special competence and views, and they
don't participate enough in the national dialogue.

see any down at the hearings on the Trade Expansion

I didn't

Act...

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

NO.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

...but you couldn't get through the

lobby for the lawyers, who had the weirdest notion of econom
ics, by the way.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Nobody was there,

you will find

then on the tax bill.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

On the tax bill, yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

And we had one on the snail-business

hearings, which is part of our bread and butter.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

But I would like to see then on
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these problems a little
concerns.

I am not very much impressed if an architect goes

down and participates with some vitality and interest in a prob
lem of building specifications, but if he shows up and has an
informed and persuasive point of view to express on a matter of

general policy, I am.

It gives me a rather favourable impres

sion of the people who an in architecture.

I think they an

broadly-concerned people.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

It's what you can do to change

people's ideas about this profession by anything you write or

say is a drop in the bucket compared to what is revealed by
them.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

What they do!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

We are more concerned with what people

do than withwhat they say.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

That's a great lesson we drew, I

think, largely from you and Earl years ago, that the production

of the pamphlet which Marvin Stone was interested in at the

last meeting of the Executive Meeting, to get out more pamph
lets, it was a fruitless exercise.

are not convinced by them.
do that counts.

People

If they do, it's what the CPA's
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MR. TOURTELLOT:

We talked

here, about the

role of corporate philanthropy and toadied one tine an some of
the weaknesses of public appeals.

The whole question of phil

anthropy in a society where a large percentage of activities
result from philanthropy is an area where accountants ought to
talk more.

It’s a terrifically important thing they ought to

enquire about.

A lot don't because they are too busy;

a lot

don't because they feel too reticent about it, not feeling as

if they have anything to say.
CHAIRMAN CAREY: Don't feel competent!
MR. TOURTELLOT:

They don't feel competent, so there

isn't any point in exhorting people to do anything for which
they have no appetite or competence, but they outfit to do it
and, again, you have to go back to the education.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I wonder if we can squeeze out from

some of our already squozen budget enough to start a little
thing, a little publication that might appeal

to this minority

of well-educated younger adventurers* CPA's, which started very
Simply and just talked about the big issues of the day, talked

about the common market, talked about the philanthropies,
talked about the developments that we talk about* here.

Maybe

it could even be a kind of a multilith thing that didn't cost
much.
MR. HEIMBUCHER:

This might be something that the
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Members, particularly the ones you mention you are trying to
reach, would pass out and hand to lawyers and corporate presi

dents and people they know might be interested in it.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

It wouldn't be too pretentious a

thing at the beginning, unless and until it built up a lot of

if people wanted more, then we are in business, but

support,

I don't knew why we shouldn't just have members' little papers

that we could have developed.
MR. BEDFORD:

Jack, you know...

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Regularly, on a regular basis,

quarterly.
MR. BEDFORD:

guessnotice

That little article that you or I

put in the Journal given us relative to the Staf

ford Beers lecture among the university people that are working

on their graduate—that article was talked of wore than anything

else that had been put in the Journal.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

"The Decline and Fall of the Account

ing Profession," it was called.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Really,

I think I read that, by an

Englishman.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

With little parenthetical allusions

to applause and gasps of incredulity.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I thought that was an exercise
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probably more useful than it looked.

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

Something of this sort, though,

that might be passed out to others might be a good idea, a good

antidote to your comment about the LaSalle ad that may be seen
by others.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, there is certainly—I expect

that there are few professions that have developed a wore vol

uminous internal literature; you have to because it's the
substance of people's work.

But, for instance, I suppose for

economics as much as anything else, the external literature is

limited, and one of the reasons I think is the ethical restraint
on individual firms handing out stuff very broadly.

I don't

know whether some device could be born within the institute

wherein you, if a partner of Price, Waterhouse did a very bril

liant speech on something, that you would take it and distribute
it.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

It's been done.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

But, without "Price, Waterhouse."

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Our absent Chairman pushed

that through the Executive Committee just a few months ago.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

That would be one avenue.

I must

say, I have been somewhat disturbed by a tendency of some

members of the profession to regard t
he concepts of ethics of
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the trade a protection device—you know, some thing to stop
somebody from stealing somebody else's

client.

Actually, it

is to protect the public, not to protect the accountant, but

some of them have twisted it around, you know, saying you
can't do that, and per
haps it can be done.

Maybe this io a

good start.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

We'
ve got a resolution that permits

us to act as the publisher for firms if they will underwrite

the cost, or a partner of a fine.

MR. TOURTELLOT:
chairman

CAREY:

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.
Business...

It has the imprint of the

Institute on itt
CHAIRMAN CAREY:
I

But his name is indicated;

it's

not Just a fins publication.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I wouldn't even care if his firm

were mentioned...
CHAIRMAN CARRY:

I wouldn't either.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

...as long as he were known to be

an accomplished man in the profession.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

His firm would be mentioned, but

it's just that his firm didn't print it.

My concern with that

fire-publishing business is not the ethical concern, at all, so
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called;

it's the public-opinion concern.

I don't want import

ant bankers in New York to be getting sixteen pieces of litera

ture from eight different firms every month because it looks
funny—you know, what are they doing it for?

It must have a

commercial motivation.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

That was a document that was useful

to the bank, and there isn't anything that interesting and
essential than, you know, you ought to have acre than three

er four of these a year.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

But I suspect this is happening

because the firms are competing with each other, I think partly
for commercial reasons, in sending what they think is high-grade

literature to these Important people, and if the important
people begin to see it stacking up there, they will wonder.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

The place I have soon it most

directly is in recruiting literature, you know, where they
outdo each other in lavishness, have pictures and everything,

which I don't think proves very much.

But I would hope that

this profession, in 1975, would have a strong core of indi

vidual practitioners all over this country who in their com
munity had the position that the doctor, lawyer has—not just
the large firms.

I am not much concerned with them.

I think

a great many of them have the ability to take care of themselves
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and I think a lot of them are discovering and practicing the

educational things we are talking of, as far as we can recog

nize.

But the guy developed an excellent practice in a small

town and is thinking in terms of a colleague who will be his

successor, he is the guy who outfit to have the broadly-educated
man, too, because we don't want, I think, accounting ever to
become a big business with a few houses with branches all over

because, if it does that, it will lose aU its physical charac

ter as a profession.
On the other hand, we know the accounting firms will
be bigger, as far as the internationalism goes, but it ought to

be balanced by constant improvement in the local practitioner
and in the kind of wan who gravitates to that as a profession;

didn't want to be in the big firm but wants to be a part of
the community, and an

part and wants to be known as

a person who gets things done, who sets the standard of the
community—not a technician that you call in there when the
damned books don’t balance, and not a detective to find out

when somebody's stealing oatmeal, but a man high in the

community because he has something to offer, both as far as a

profession and as a total human being goes.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

This is terribly important—I mean,

if we have been convinced, at all, by external opinion that
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small business is not going to wither on the vine, there is

going to be a big volume of it...

MR. TOUR
TELLOT:
chairman

CAREY:

MR. TOURTELLOT:

We have found...

...because of the service aspects.
no—fundmental

changes!

When I

grew up in Massachusetts, my fath
er was a clergyman, and he

was rector of a succession of Episcopal churches, and whenever

it was in an industrial town, there was one great big millem
ploying about 10,000 people, and that was the industry in that

town, and now I go back to those towns and I see the mills
have gone and the floor space they used to occupy have about
twenty small businesses, and each made some important component
part to have something to do with the electronic devices, and
you don't have there—the big mill probably had a major Boston
accounting firm;

the twenty small businesses that replace them

have twenty accountants living in their community.
Now, this is going to continue because we have also

gone into and grown into vast entities to get the world's

work done.

We have also, since the war, had a refinement of

the industrial process, where you have had firms expertly
turning out one essential, a tiny thing, and you have had on

Route-128 in Massachusetts this whole succession of companies

that employ from two to four hundred people, and the number of
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companies now employing four to eight thousand are very,
very limited.

American Woolen is gone;

all the great cotton

mills are gone, and in their place didn't come in General
Motors of General Dynamics;

there came in companies that num

ber in the scores, and they employ two or three hundred people,
and they sake rather specialised goods, and they will turn to

the local practitioners, and the local practitioners will have

to be awfully good because they are awfully good people.

There

are more Doctors of Philosophy are officers of these corpora

tions than not, and so they are going to demand a calibre of
person, aside from his technical reliability, with whom they
spend their lives, rub elbows...

CHAIRMAN CAREY: With whom they are congenial!
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, and I don’t see that the funda

mental thing is going to be a shift from small firms to bigger

and bigger firms. They will get more International.
MR. BEDFORD:

In times of rapid sociological change

and all this, the opened-up door, too, for snail firms, there

is always the opportunity for a new service to be perfor
med.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

of this—I notice a boy;

And another psychological aspect

there is a great fear of being

swallowed up in human organisations, and these people want a

certain amount of self determination, and if they fully
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understood the prospects of this profession and the intellectual

aspect of it, not doing things by rote or strictly in a techni
cal rigidity, it would be enormously attractive to them.

It

brings then into the world of business affairs, but doesn't
make them a rung in a great, big ladder of compartmentalization,
and this is important for the recruiting literature in the

profession because, for internal reasons, they

have seen some

of the penalties of bigness as far as human values go—you

know, that you are a cog in a wheel and you don't have self
determinism, which is a fundamental human compulsion to do

things your way, to have the room to do them, you know, and
not just to fit into a slot, and I think these two factors,
psychological factors, are terribly important for the future

of the profession if we can get the word out—but we've got
to get the word out!

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Could we move into the room where

another kind of stimulation will be provided;

also, another

kind of nourishment!
(Whereupon , at forty-two minutes past twelve

o'clock, the session was concluded.]
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MONDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

August 20, 1962
The meeting reconvened at thirty-five minutes past
two o'clock, Chairman Carey presiding.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I have some specifics that I always

find, recalling John Lawlor's rather brilliant expression at

the Executive committee meeting a few months ago, when we get
up into the stratosphere and then somebody finished that and

somebody said, "Now, John, will you continue reading your

report?"
And he said, "I am afraid you will get the intellec

tual bends from descending from these great heights to the level
of what I am saying!"

But one of these specifics has to do

with the so-called ethical field, and it also relates to this

business of the audit and the advisory function.
A lot of people are concerned about the concept of

independence.

Now, this is something that we have prized our

selves on greatly and an awful lot has boon written about, and
I am afraid some of which I have written has been a little too

extravagant in extolling this virtue of independence, but it's
gotten to the point, now, where people are wondering

whether

you can be an advisor and a consultant and still retain your

objectivity when you do this attesting for public consumption
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for measured results.

Now, I am arguing that you carry this objectivity
and thia dispassionate attitude into both functions, and there

is nothing inconsistent about being the auditor and being the
advisor and the consultant.

But it's really a serious matter,

the Securites Exchange Commission is concerned.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

The only reason they should come

to you as outside advisors, at all, is that you are presumably

objective because you are outside.

Their vice-presidents aren’t

going to tell them the truth because their promotion might
depend upon it.

They night be diplomatic, delicate or might

be just too close to it.

The reason, we have found, that people get outside

advisors is because they are objective, and my complaint with
the advertising agencies providing these advisory services is

that they, by definition, are promoters.

That's one, and the

other one is, I think the theory of compensation in the agen
cies is so manifestly close to what they say that, unless they

want to counit financial suicide, they aren't going to be

objective.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Well, we are free of both these

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I think this—they will come to you

things.
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for advice in these other areas because you are objective.

If

you got a bunch of practitioners who misled people because they

thought it would be something they wanted to hear, I'd be very,

very much surprised.
chairman

CAREY:

MR. TOURTELLOT:

No motivation for that!

What you are selling when you sell

advise is objectivity.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Do you think it would be foolish

or sensible to try to divide the accounting profession into
two groups—the auditors, who audited from arm's length, and

the consultant and advisors who got in and helped their clients?
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Like advocates and solicitors?

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

no,

I would think that firm,

themselves, night develop specialties within then.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

They do.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I an not sure the man who is the

best nan on an audit would necessarily be the best man on

another service to which the client might turn.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Well, I have a feeling that the

audit is the first step in the analysis of it, the anatomy of
the business, if you can say that—which, on the basis of
which the CPA is a more valuable consultant than this management
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consultant that you said has to be educated for a year before

he understands the
MR. TOURTELLOT:

That's right.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

One of the problems of the national

firm, as I understand it, is to integrate the thinking of
their audit staffs with their management-service people so the

auditors will throw up problems and will bring out situations
that ought to be dealt with.

One of the reasons why your

people in your survey said the CPA's weren't aggressive enough,

doesn't come forward with ideas, I suspect, is that the
auditor mentality, generally speaking, isn't looking for the

opportunity to be creative.

He is trying to verify the state

ments and put his opinion on it, and that is his job.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

So, I think it would be a great

mistake, as you can see from what I have said, to try to
separate these functions—and yet, this so-called ethical idea

is pushing that way a little.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

But I—did anyone ever suggest,

because you do a company's tax work, you might be unreliable
on the audit?
MR. HEIMBUCHER:

It’s also been suggested that, if

the accounting firs were to advise, using your example, on the
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reliability of the data used for a market survey, for example,
then the following year, after the market program decided upon

were put into effect, they might not be the proper people to

audit the results of that, since they might have had a voice
in or played a part in making the original decision.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

No, that would only be if it rested

with the advisors on market research—the fast of the matter,

whether you went ahead or not—and you wouldn't be doing that.

That would be a mercantile judgment Which would involve a
whole lot of sales factors with which you wouldn't be familiar,

to which you wouldn't be attuned.

What we would be talking

about, rattier, it would be contributing to the satisfactoriness
of the audit, the controls and tests that they had adequate

market research, or as adequate as human resourcefulness could
make it.

I would never envision an accounting fins—there is
a limit to what you can do for anybody.

I don't think you

people can take over the decisions of business.

to make the decisions.

They've got

There are certain risks involved, and

it's the Job of management to make the ultimate decision.

But

why should not every accounting firm be zealously anxious that

his clie
nt have unimpeachable statistical services in all

areas, not just in measuring his performance, which is what
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the audit is, but in measuring his prospects?

I don't think

that it means th
at you would make decisions and you would
therefore, might be later suspected of defending them and

therefore be suspected in your audit.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

That's the kind of shadow boxing

we might likely find ourselves doing--I mean, the hair-splitting,
consciousness, effort.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

That's all right;

that's of t
he

nature of the profession, and you've got those hair-splitting
t
hings.

Much of the history of human activity is an exercise

in refinements, just breaking down the t
hings finer and finer

and finer, and I don't think that's avoidable, Jack, but I

think it can be suite stimulating, myself.
I don't see a fundamental conflict between a man

certifying somebody's statement of what he did last year with

his going to management and saying "You are contemplating a
course of action which, in our judgement—and this in our

judgement is the best summary of the situation which exists,
against which you must make your decision;

we aren't going to

make the decision for you but you must know these things, and
here they are, as sound and solid as our metheds and techniques
and disciplines and examinations and everything can make them."

There are some things you can't do because of the
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mos
t of them are things that nobody ought to do for management.
Management is never going to ever be able to delegate the

decision-making function.

All they can do is approve the

Material they can amass to use as a basis for the decisions
they make themselves.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

We adopted a rule last year, as you

know, that a Member can't have a financial interest in the form

of an investment in a client...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes?

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...and be certified.

I think this

was not because we thought that Members were likely to lie be

cause they had a financial stake in the situation;

I think we

really felt that it was a kind of an Obvious conflict of
interest situation that didn't look well from the point of

view of an outsider.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

He might feel a little strange.

MR. TOURTELLOT: Also, wouldn't it be a fact, it

would give them an advantageous postion in some circumstances-new issues of stock, and so-forth?
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes, so we passed the rule.

Then

we find some of the people who objected to the rule, saying,
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be wholly objective if you have, say, like some of the national

firms here, a
one client.

half or a quarter of a million dollar fee with

Human nature being what it is, you are going to

stretch your conscience as far as you can to avoid losing him.

I don’t think that's a sound argument, either.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I don't think it is, either, because

the fee is for being objective, and I don't think anybody over
paid a doctor handsomely because he said "You are all right;

nothing wrong with you."

on the other hand, if he alerts you

to a condition that avoids disaster, you think he is a pretty

good man and earned his money.
Now, I don't think that the arguments are—I was

looking to see if any of the people we’ve got comments on
this asked that question.

But we didn't, you see;

we got

such a preponderance of opinion on the part of business mana
gers, particularly, the CPA's don’t get involved in enough
of their affairs, but I don't recall anywhere somebody said

"If you are going to be auditors, keep your nose out of
everything else."
The attitude has been, I guess, "Having proven

yourselves pretty good as auditors, we trust you implicity
and that there must be other ways you can help us."
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CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes.

Kind of a minor footnote on

the ethical side, we have just codified our rules—a lot of

work and a lot of procedure—and it comes out in the form of a
very brief, terse, "Thou Shalt Not" series.

You have seen

them, I guess, at one time or another, and I have wondered,

often, if it wouldn't be better if we tried to restate then
all in essay font and with a little reasoning as the canons of
the Bar Association recently stated.

They write little essays

on the point...
MR.TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...instead of trying to reduce

this to the shortest number of words, which says what you can't

do, the impact of which seems to raise people's back hair,
really, more than encourage then to do the right thing.

don't know;

I

this isn't a very important—-it's more procedural

than it is philosophical, but I wondered if you thought it
would be worth undertaking an effort to deal with then in that

way.

It's institutionally very difficult to change then.

Maybe the best thing to do is live with then.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I won't have much hopes of very

dramatic success, George, in trying to do it by any sort of
fumblier thing.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I an particularly interested, of
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course, in the section on questions that deal with the structure

in the profession, and I wondered if you had any ideas about
that, just as a matter of good communications media.

For

one thing, I have sometimes wondered whether the fact that the

Institute appears to be dealing with almost every area of
concern to CPA's, for which you have complimented us a little
earlier today—whether, in fact, that discourages individual

initiative, uncontrolled creative activity.

Sometimes I get

a queer feeling that people are leaving it to the Institute.
We should not speak about this because the institute committee

is studying it, and you get a kind of a diminution of the self
starting, self feeding on oneself type of thing.

I don't quite know how to do anything about that,

because our local societies, our state organisations, vary
greatly in their effectiveness, their size, the resources, and
they are the only other units we have—state societies and
their chapters—and we have none of these sort of informal

types of organisations that appear in other professions where

a group of fellows with a certain affinity or interest in a

common area of subject matter just kind of get together and

talk about things, maybe put out a bulletin or a report of
their meeting.

We seem to have to do everything the way we are doing

this—-that is, to get organized and a program and bring people
in by the hair, so to speak, into seminars and push literature
at them and exhort them to read it.

MR.TOURTELLOT:

This conforms pretty well with the

history at professions, though, Jack.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

You think so?

MR. TOURTELLOT:

A professional association has to

be the conscience
to far as it involves the public attitude about the profession

until the profession has a sense of assurance that they will go
out on their own
, I think.

I don’t know as there's any more of a tendency within
a county than there is within the medical profession, with

some exceptions, on their professional societies, and there
are a whole lot of things that you have to do because they
can't do it individually anyhow, particularly the smaller

practitioner.

I suppose much of the stuff you do of a service

nature, the really large firm might be able to delegate a task
force and do it themselves.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:
MR. TOURTELLOT:

They do.

But I think that the profession as

a whole are still in a situation where there is a union in
strength doing things together they can't do apart.
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CHAIRMAN CAREYs

That's been the philosophy, natur

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I do think, on the other hand, that

ally.

they ought, of course, to be encouraged, particularly on
ters of public policy.

mat

In other words, people have a right to

expect a conference to speak.

Then they've got to be co

ordinated to take a non-organizational line, just as intelli
gent, interested and forward individuals who sound off.

These

would be on non-accounting natters, but natters on which account
ants, one way or another—accounting wouldn't have any bearing,

I

know you have, here, some questions on the large

firm as opposed to the small practitioner.

This is a curious,

peculiar problem that your firms have as a profession, I

suspect, although I expect it's a little bit true of the archi
tects.

They are quite pervasive;

a largo firm has seventy-

five offices or so in the continental United States and reaches
into an awful lot of places, and we know very well and there is

no sense in denying it that in certain cases of stock offer
ings or heavy bank loans, the business is forced to go to a

national firm in order to got the accommodation, sometimes.
This can be troublesome, I think, Jack, but I think

that you people have dealt with it in a most diplomatic and
tactful way, and effectively so.

It's a matter of not shutting
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them out, the small practitioners, and I have always got the

impression that the Institute's management was sensitively aware
of this and just saw to it that there wasn't any grounds for

a divorce, that's all.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

than that.

Well, I think it even goes further

I don't believe

they'd say it in terms—but I

feel the larger firms feel themselves much stronger as part of
a very large number of practicing units than they would if...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...they were so highly visible

as just a small and isolated group of very big units.

I

don't know what the implications would be, but...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...there is a little.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

The intelligent, large firm has

and outfit to have a very keen awareness of the dangers of
becoming concentrations of power, and that wo
uld be quite pos

sible.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Well, I think they do have that.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

And I think that there are few

people more anxious for this profession to remain an associa

tion
at all
of levels
men thatthan
practice in

the big firms.
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CHAIRMAN CAREY:

That is correct, and therefore they

are very cooperative in any venture the Institute launches

they think is sound that will be helpful to the smaller firm
and will upgrade the general standard of practice to the ex

tent they have given us materials that cost them tens of thous
ands of dollars to develop so we can adapt them to our contin

uing education courses or technical bulletins, or whatever.
for the good of the profession as a whole.
Still, there remains among the smaller ones a feel
ing of suspicion and, among some of them, that is...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...hostility, and I guess it's

unavoidable.

MR. TOURTEL OT:

I suppose the factor, here—and

this you will admit—is that there is an awareness of it, and
it’s in the open.

CHAIRMAN CAREY: Being talked about!
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, it's talked about and it's dealt

with and there is, it seems to me, kind of within the Insti
tute, a free association of individual practitioners and big
firms.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

The merger movement has been a very

peculiar phenomenon and caused a lot of the sense of insecurity
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among the smaller ones because, especially the local firms,
especially the older, well-known, larger and well-established

local firm is merging with the national, and...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...some of the most prominent people

in the profession, presidents of the Institute who headed up

the local firms are merged into the national ones, like Louis
Baillaire.
This has a dramatic impact on all the other locals,

and they begin to ask each other

has some significance.

we survive," and this

Actually, I think that many local

firms have been formed since 1945 and are flourishing that
weren’t there before, and I think they are probably being
formed or at least lot’s say the aggregate volume of work they

do is increasing much faster than the aggregate volume being

lost through the mergers which, in total, aren’t so very
numerous.

Each one attracts a lot of attention.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I would think, and I expect the

large firms would have a sense of restraint about the degree
to which they would become bigger all the time, and more
particularly to the extent to which they have become pervasive.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

firms.

I think it varies with the different

I think they have different philosophies.
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MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

It would seem to me there might be

some point of diminishing returns.

I can’t quite figure out

why it's profitable, if you like, to add volume by the

merger route continuously, when you consider the responsibilities
of the overhead, the scope of the management problem, the
integration problem of more and more people.
I would think there would be a point where the thing

would kind of tend to defeat itself.
MR. BEDFORD:

From the small practitioner's point of

view, is it more a desire for security that has hit him when
he starts merging, as opposed to the moot income?
The reason I say that is, there is a small firm in

Phoenix, Arisons, went with one of the national firms, and I
happened to ask this follow Why he was doing it, going in.
He said, "Well, I am fifty years of age;

I want to

be sure of myself, and this fins can give this to me," and

I hadn’t thought about it particularly until you Just mentioned

it now.

But, why would they?

I should think there'd be greater

opportunity for them as small firms to go ahead and develop.
I think, in a sense, they may get a wider range of competence

that they can offer to their individual clients.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I think it'S perhaps a temporary
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I like to think it’s a temporary phase, going something

phase.

like this.

Pre-World War Two, to oversimplify matters, the

accounting profession was proceeding on its traditional habit
pattern.
lar.

Nobody was doing anything about anything in particu

It was just going.
After the World Wa
r Two, the national firms saw that

they were in a different world from the one before, and they
began to follow modem management policies.

recruit madly;
firm;

They began to

they began to install training courses, intra-

they began to do research on their problems, began to

broaden the scope of their services, and they got so much of a
head start on the locals, before the local fir
m caught up with

this kind of thinking, that they were better equipped to
render a wider range of services, to produce better men.

A little firm, it’s pretty discouraging, you know—
I mean, you’ve got fifteen men.

The clients are demanding

things, and you get busier and busier, and suddenly you
realise you ought to be over at the college, there, looking

for the good people and ought to be developing a staff-train
ing program and want to be doing other managerial things you

never thought of before, and they throw in the sponge when
they get a little over, and then they say "I don’t have time
to catch up;

I will go with Price, Waterhouse.

They’ve got
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all this stuff, and I can practice accounting."
That's the

way one put it to me, "I want to practice accounting;

I

don't want to spend my life hiring, training, and so-forth."

But I think some of the younger local people knew

this when they started to practice.

They are arguing them

selves this way, taking advantage of what the Institute can

give them in these areas, and they have no intention of merging
or, at least, what's what I hope,

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

That recruitment, I think, is one of

the very important factors because most of the big firms did

put out a tremendous drive and were able to attract most of
the promising students for quite a number of years, and it's

been a severe handicap to the smaller practitioners.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

MR. BEDFORD;

It took the cream off, so to speak.

Is a CPA hired because of his compe

tence, or because of his honesty?
MR. TOWELLOT:

I mean, I am asking him.

I should think his honesty, without

competence, would be of no use whatsoever.

An honest fool is

a very dangerous individual, but the competence without the

quality of character that presupposed honesty would be Just as

useless,

I think--you know, I really think that honesty is

assumed on the part of any man who has the certificate, who

is a CPA, but I don't think common honesty in all directions
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is it, and I think some comparative shopping goes on.

I think

we asked the banks the grounds on which they recommended the

accountants, and the competence was highly the answer.

The

banks assumed that, if a man was a CPA, they are aware there

was a reasonably tough professional organization and also

statutory ways of putting the guy out of practice if he was
crooked, so they didn’t say, "Well, the first thing we are
going to do is to find out whether or not this guy is honest."

They wanted to find out whether he had competence.
MR. BEDFORD:

Why would they not hire a management-

consulting firm, then, that happened to have some accounting
people on it and--but they’d prefer a CPA?

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I think they’d prefer an accounting

firm to have some management-consultant people on it, because
nobody knows from a—I can hang up a shingle tomorrow morning
and say I am a management-consulting firm.

There is nothing

they can assume.

MR. BEDFORD:
concept.

So, there is this in here, then, this

It’s a little more than Just...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

...reliability, responsibility and

answerability!

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Answerability is very important.

MR. TORRTELLOT:

They can presuppose competence.
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Most of these people thought the firms varied, and sometimes
firms that were supposed to be good at one sort of thing or in

one area were not good in another area.

Now, here is a reveal

ing thing—sixty-two per cent of the bankers we talked to sug

gested to their clients they change their accountants, change

the firms.

Of that sixty-three per cent, seventy per cent said

they had evidence that the firm was not competent;
got stuck;

the bank

it relied on a statement that did not turn out to

be sufficient for its purposes, or the emphasis was wrong, or
it didn’t say enough.

Thirty per cent said they suggested their clients
change accounting films if the firm is unable to give services

that the client requires, and most of these were in areas that

we have broadly labelled "management consultantcy," because we
don’t know what else to call it.

Thirty per cent urged clients

to change films if they are going into the securities market
and need a film of national reputation.
MR. ROCKWOOD:

Does this mean they had ever urged

them to change?

MR. TOURTELLOT:
MR. ROCKWOOD:

Yes, that they had.

In their history, there is a record

of it?

MR. TOURTELLOT:

That’s right.
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The size of the bank would be quite

MR. ROCKWOOD:

important.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

These are big banks.

We didn’t do

any small city—this survey was done in Chicago, Los Angeles,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, Boston, New York—major cities in which
we enquired, except in the South.

MR. ROCKWOOD:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

"We felt the statements were im

properly prepared," and that meant for the purpose of making
accommodations, not for the purposes of SEC orders or anything

of that sort.

Then, twenty per cent got them to change their

firms in the case of companies that had no legal requirements
for a CPA and, because they did not, were non-CPA accountant
firms.

The smaller reasons are, ten per cent of the firns
had a poor reputation in financial circles;

if a firm was

reluctant to point up weaknesses of client, ten per cent;

in

some cases where specialization was quite important, by which

I mean a specialised knowledge of a particular, complex industry
of which a utility might be an example, where a firm wasn’t

sophisticated and that sort of thing, ten per cent.

MR. BEDFORD:

I see.

Now, my question relates to

that first seventy per cent—the competence—the seventy per
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cent of the sixty-three per cent. I believe, that they suggested,

because they didn’t have competence.

Was there any way of

finding out the nature of this competence?

Was it a competence

that would be peculiar only to a big firm, or would it be some
thing a small firm could have?

In other words, then, did they

suggest to go to both large and small firms, or primarily

directed to the smaller firms, the competence phase of it?
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Devoted primarily to the episodes —

involved small firms much more frequently than large firms, but
they expanded cm this in various ways.

Now, one bank—and this,

I think, is revealing—they thought the firm had an unimpeach

able surface competence, but lacked depth;

they were unable,

not competent, to probe as deeply below the surface as the
bank thought they ought to, and the bank said, ”Our dissatis

faction is because of a lack of depth, a lack of interpretive
analysis, here;

the figures are all right—period!”

MR. BEDFORD:

That’s some thing that could be over

come with education of the small practitioner.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:
were criticised in this.

Am I right?

True, but one or two large firms
I thought there was a fairly good

comment on the adequacy of controls and soundness of procedures,
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and one said, "In order not to be just an auditor, you have to

be more like a doctor.

I paid him to keep me well—not to

correct any conditions after I become ill."

over and over again,

This you get back,

I hate to use the term "preventive

accountancy " because I think it’s a monstrosity, but this is

what we are getting.

We know the guy, if he is a CPA, is

technically competent, in most cases, to conduct an audit, but
drops it like a hot potato

and says "Now my work is done,"

Over and over again, they wanted these people to

come back and say "This is all very well—but..." and then
bring up something he has some doubt about, or misgivings about;

as one of them said, he Just found them reluctant, even when
he invited them, to go beyond it,

They want somebody to go

beyond it,

MR. BEDFORD:

Jack, I didn’t mean to interrupt, but

I thought for a moment there might be this distinction of

competence that might account for it,
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

You weren’t interrupting,

I was

Just hitting a few points that I was particularly interested
in cleaning up.

One of them--and, I think, the last one that

I made special note of, Arthur—is the matter that, several

years ago, you interested yourself in, and that is the question
of the non-certified practitioner, the non-certified group...
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MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes?

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...people that are always going to

be around doing accounting work of one kind or another.

If I

remember correctly, you expressed yourself at one time as
feeling we had some responsibility for what went on in that area

and that we couldn't just say "Those guys don't count."

MR. TOURTELLOT:
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes, that's right.
We are developing a kind of pattern

of suggesting a listing of this group.

I don’t know whether

you have noticed it or not in anything you have read of ours,
but a tentative program is built up which would provide for

state licensing of what we are calling accounting technicians,
for want of a better name, under a title that doesn't use the
word "accountant" in it, at all, so there wouldn't be any

confusion between the CPA's and them, and we are getting public

accountants pretty close to accepting this—that is, the un
certified group.

We have had two years of meetings, and the

thing has gotten to a certain point, at least, without blowing

up.
A great many of our own people oppose this—a very

difficult question internally, because they think we are
conferring a recognition, or would be supporting a recognition
of people who aren't up to our standards, and that we shouldn't
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have any listing or apparent approval of this competence.

I

just wanted to check with you and see whether you still felt

the way you did, before.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, yes!

I think that, in almost

all areas involving measurement, you have responsibility.

I

think I used, in our discussions earlier on the subject—we
won’t think much of the medical profession assuming
responsibility for the standards of the nursing profession be

cause their area is medicine and anybody who is in medicine.

The medical profession has an obligation to concern itself
with minimum standards for nurses and pharmacists.

I think

that this profession has got to move, sooner or later and more

explicitly and vigorously against the people who are opening
up the barber shop tax offices, and I can’t conceive of a medi
cal profession not concerning itself with people who set them

selves up as com doctors or something like that.
You’ve got to do something about it.

No profession

wants to build walls and keep people out, if they are run by
decent people;

what they want to do is make sure the people

are not selling a service which they are unable to perform

adequately and safely.

And it isn’t because you want a monopoly

on tax work or want a monopoly on accounting;

what you want

is to make sure that the public, when it engages someone, par
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ticularly the unsophisticated public, is going to get at least

a responsible person.

With you, there is answerability.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Answerability is very important.

If you don't have a licensure system, you don't even have theft

names and addresses anywhere.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

This gets back to the thing we were

talking about this morning, the need for governmental inter

vention.

If you people don't do it, somebody will, sooner or

later, because there will be some dreadful blow-ups in the
Whole field of the back of the barbershop tax assistance they
are giving at some time, and somebody's going to move in the

Congress, in the Treasury Department, if they can get up
enough, and it's going to be ugly.

And then somebody comes

along and says, "Where were the CPA's?

people;

They are watchful

why didn't they raise a little hell about this?"
And I think this is an obligation, and I think it's

also something that the public is entitled to have from you.
You have pre-empted the leadership in this field, although
you haven't pre-empted the whole field, and I think you can do

it in a non-abrasive way and a constructive, non-missionary

way, but you can certainly start people thinking in terms of
better control

for a lot of these marginal activities that

are going on, roughly, in your field—and some of them quite
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cynical, you know, and wholly inadequate.

I don't know as you can solve the problem singlehanded;

I think that you have to always take the leadership

in promoting public discussion of it and getting something going.
You won't want to solve it single-handed;

you don't want that

kind of power, but you certainly want to have a strong voice
and you want to show an awareness of it.

The profession

professes, and this is a way of professing.

I am glad to hear,

by the way, that the...

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

It's almost unbelievable.

We

started to do this two and a half years ago, and nobody felt
we would have gone as far as we have to date, but we actually

have a Joint memorandum approved by the committees of the
National Society of Public Accountan
ts and the Institute which

goes right up to the last point except the name by which this
new plan shall be known.

block.

They would like a

And that may prove to be a stumbling
name that sounded a little bit like

ours, for obvious, human reasons.

that.

We don't have any part of

They don't like a name that has "bookkeeper” in it.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

"Licensed, Public Accountant"!

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Something like that!

It wouldn't

do much good.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I suppose, if what we were
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speculating about this morning is true, that we are moving into
an era, and When in the nature of things the service organiza

tions are going to get increasingly important because the
production organisations have already solved so many of their

problems, there will be just as much legitimate concern about

the importance of those services as we have in the Pure Food
and Drug Act, as we now have as to minimum standards, and it

seems to me a logical and appropriate function of government

and, in these areas, I certainly hope it’s visited upon our
field sooner or later.

I don't think we can ever become a

profession, but I should hope we can avoid some of the disas
trous people who are advising people in the wrong direction on
a lot of problems.

And, if that is true, then I should think the Insti
tute would want, because of a historic concern with these

things, being the ones with the largest voice in framing the

requirements of it, then.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Well, small business is here to stay,

and apparently the emphasis is going to be on service Industries
as against manufacturing and, traditionally, service industries

are in smaller economic units than manufacturing industries.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

But larger total!

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Larger numbers, larger total!

There
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are a couple of million gasolene stations, cleaning and

pressing establishments, lunch wagons and things like that who
have to have basic accounting and tax service, and it seems
clearer and clearer to me we should not just stand by and

say “Oh, get it wherever you want to, responsible or irresponsible.'

We can’t say "We are too busy to do It;

you can’t pay us

enough to do it."
I think it’s a good thing for us to stand for, that

organisation and licensing of a class of people Who can do that,
even though they can’t be CPA’s, make audits or do the higher

things.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

More than that, I think it maybe

would free us from a drag on our effort to raise the standards
for CPA’s because, as long as the CPA is the only credential
anybody cm get in the accounting field, then those who aspire

to it don’t want to make it any harder than it is, now, to

get, so they don’t like to see educational standards raised,
the examinations broadened, and there is resistance.
But, if there were another place for them to go, we

might be in the happy state, someday, where they didn’t care

how hard we made it.
Well, Arthur has gone through our questions, and he
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has expressed his views on all these that interested him, or
that he thought were within the scope of his professional

interests.

I have asked about all the specific questions that

I have made a note of.

Do you have any more?

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

No, I don't think I do, except

that, at the risk of having decried how to do it courses all

morning, I would appreciate if he does have any specific sug

gestions regarding our own immediate public-relations
program.

What I mean is, to suggest Just thoughts that might

have occurred to him after talking about our profession on a

higher plane all day.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Well, I don't exactly enough know

what the public-relations program of the profession is.

I

would think, broadly in the future, and having in mind the longrange objectives, you'd be well advised to address yourselves

to limited groups—the educators, the potential students--in
your effort to the resolution of the problem of standards of

education and recruitment techniques.
A great many of your public-relations activities,
I imagine, are wished on you;

they’re in the nature of a ser

vice, really, I suppose, and I think they are dictated by needs
that you perceive, and they have to be met, of servicing.
don't think, by any massive campaign, you will change any

I
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fundamental attitudes in this country about accounting, as
such.

I think what’s going to change that is the development

of the profession, and the problem is guiding that development.

We have never gained much popularity of our clients by advocat

ing elaborate programs because we have always found out, what
they do is so much more important than what they say, and it’s

what other people say about you that is critical, not what you

say about yourselves.

And they are going to talk about this

profession as they find it.

You people have one enormous advantage;
really against you.

nobody is

I have the feeling, throughout it all,

and I guess it’s, gee, almost ten years, Jack, since we have

been somewhat acquainted with your general problems, that the
only celling that’s imposed on this profession is by the
profession, itself.

Other professions have ceilings they

can’t do anything about, imposed on them.

The medical profes

sion, for example, is subject to such scientific progress, and

that controls it.
I think you people can go anywhere.

are all these great needs.

I think there

I think you have the gift of

character and of reputation and of habit that make you the
most likely recipient of these franchises that are going
to be given out by business to its advisory circle in the
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future.

I think your great, big problem it, are you going to

be able to rise to the occasion, and are you going to recognise
it.

And education, I think, is a—it’s most unusual to make

the kind of study we made and not run into any categorical,

negative attitudes—you know, the way people have these sweep
ing opinions about lawyers and doctors, you know, questioning

sometimes their honesty, charging them or profiteering—and

none of this occurred with you people, and that’s very good
and quite exceptional—quite exceptional!
But, on the other hand, you do have this recurring

charge of diffidence and containment, moving a little inwardly
and a little down a narrow street When there are all these

inviting avenues.
I think this would be more important in the future
to do something about this than in the past because other

people are going to move in.

I wouldn’t think it would ever

be a good thing for this profession to be known only as

auditors.

Xt isn’t going to occupy, as technical advances

occur, a great many people;

it isn’t the kind of thing that

will attract the best minds, alone, and so I think that you’ve
got to move out to meet these opportunities, prepare yourselves
for them, think in terms of the young men going into the

profession—not much by way of converting the older ones.

I
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don’t think that would be graceful, effective or desirable,
to convert the old ones.

I am not—I don't want to go to Jack

Ingalls side and tell him the way things ought to be in 1975.
I am not going to change his mind, but I do, I would dearly

love to talk occasionally with men in their thirties and early

forties about this profession because they are going to be
presiding over it at a time when it's going to be very, very,

very changed and, I think, very much more fun, and more im
portant.
I think that the political, internal political
breaks you might have on any progress that you make in this

direction can be handled without much trouble because there is
nothing you ought to be doing that's very spectacular.

You

know, it's quite a job of work that you have to do, here.

It

is not any great, flashy thing that you ought to do or can do.

In quietly drawing up this level, it may be the most spectacular

thing you could have would be an Abraham Flexner taking a look.

When was that report on education done, Jack—two or three

years ago?
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

More than that.

MR. HEIMBUCHER:

About eight years ago!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I should think that, as that

investigated certain areas up to a certain point, that you
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might want to press this question by some formal action of
yours to do more.

But I must say, if I felt much of what I

have said about education and the profession is true, it's
also true with regard to education for business careers general*
ly.

I hope that the undergraduate school of business will be

a thing of the past in four or five years—but I don't expect
it to be.

MR. BEDFORD:

Ten years, maybe!

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, but maybe something will hap

pen, like the common market.

But, now, I notice where it

used to be not very polite to bring it up;

body.

now it is—every

There seems to be a general awareness that this is

going to be the drift, anyhow, and I hope that will disappear,
and I think when that, when the total educational preparation
for business careers of all sorts is elevated and improved,

accounting procedures going along with it—but accountantcy
has many reasons why it’s more important to them than to the
management people making other careers.

Well, anything further I can do, Jack?
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

MR. BEDFORD:

Norton?

Jack, I have just one question, and

that's more along the lines of something you stated earlier about

this regulatory agent, this function in society, and I assume
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by this you meant government.

Now, trying to develop something

in terms of an activity in which the accountant could perform,

we have heard this word, the "catalyst,” meaning by it...
MR. TOURTELLOT:

MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

...I presume, the concept that it is

an activity that causes an effective joining together of the

economic resources, including man in that, so that they produce
effectively for society.
MR. HEIMBUCHER:

MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

But then there is also extending the

concept of a catalyst being the person who can in effect tie

in the activities of business to the demands of the regula

tory agent, whether that regulatory agent is the income-tax
authority or any other governmental agency that is required.

Now, two questions on this!

One, is the general

image of the CPA of such a nature that he could move into this
interpretive phase and, secondly, to your own knowledge, is
there anyone now who is assuming this responsibility to such

a degree that we would be precluded from going into it?

I think we have done it to some degree already, but
I am informed that there are a number of regulations that we
leave the interpretation of it to the lawyers and others of
them that there is nobody provides it.
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MR. TOURTELLOT:

and of me.

That’s an ancient concern of Jack

I think that, if the regulatory agency is allowed

to become a system of courts, an extension of the Judicial
process--and I think the lawyers would like this--then they are

going to insist, through a lot of elaborate rationales that
this is a legal function.
I think this goes against the grain of what the

regulatory agency is all about.

The regulatory agency isn’t

concerned with legal theory, but concerned with fact.

I don’t

think any business can deal with these agents competently unless
they have the kind of mind that can assemble, appraise and

interpret sets of facts, which are usually figures.

And so

I would say that this age of administrative government into
which we are going and also the age—the twister that Kennedy

has given the presidency, with the third-force theory, which is
really a superadministrative agency...

MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

.. .would tend to push the lawyer

aside and, you know, just say, "Well, we know the law;

aren’t going into that, now.

we

What we have here are a lot of

facts, and we are seeking accommodation*

There is no Question

of guilt or non-guilt."

You know, every appearance before a regulatory
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agency is not a trial, and ought not to be.

It ought to be a

reconciliation of the companies’ purpose and activities

with

what the regulatory agency has been entrusted to carry out as

the policy of the American people in terms of the Congressional

statute creating it.

It involves facts and the assimilation

of them and the relation of them and this, I think, is more
than the development of extralegal expertise.

A major one

would be in the accounting field.
In matters before the Federal Communications Commis

sion, I would be a little bit more concerned about whom my

engineers were than whom my lawyers were because, here again,
we have now in broadcasting this enor
mous problem of making

the UHF frequencies useful, and there are certain technical

problems.

We can have thirty stations in New York, you see,

and we would limit the hold that mercantilism has on television
if there were more stations because you could think in terms

of an audience of two or three hundred thousands, the way
radio can do now, playing only classical music because there
are so many channels available in radio that you can have

stations catering to special taste levels.
Well, now, if we do that in television, we have to
solve an awful lot of technical problems of ultra-high frequency.

No sente in CBS having a battery of lawyers conduct the affairs
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with the FCC when the problems are technical ones, and they
are fact.

You can change technical fact.

You can build radios

and not have outside antennas now, and you couldn't do it
thirty years ago, and you can work around the physical limita

tions of the UHF airwaves.

But I think that the creation and certainly the ex
tension of the idea of the administrative agency is a conces

sion to the facts of life that we live in a world where facts
have to be accommodated to sometimes conflicting interests but,

more often, common interests that are approaching it from
different ways, you see.

The government wants this and

the people want this and the company wants it.

How do you

get together?

MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

This, to me, is an opportunity for

the non-legal service professions.

I have been fascinated by

the growth in the number of professional economists who work
for corporations, now, or start little firms that advise them.,

MR. BEDFORD:

Yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

...and about eighty per cent of

their business has to do with Washington.

We have, we deal

we strikes a great deal because they are always a problem in
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public opinion, and we have dealt with Goldberg, who is a very

bright person, indeed.

By the time that these problems get up

to Goldberg, there isn’t any Question of law involved—no
question of law involved with these problems, at all.

The

questions are adjustments of one set of facts with a desideratum
that somebody else has over here and another over here, and it’s

analysis and appraisal, and it’s a substantive sort of judge
ment.

It isn’t a legal judgement, at all.
I think this is a great area of discriminative man,

for the expansion and development of the profession of ac

countantcy.
MR. BEDFORD:

How can we get hold of it?

Do you

have any thoughts along those lines?

CHAIRMAN CARET:

Well, we have gotten hold of it,

if I may interrupt, in some situations.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Certainly got hold of it in taxes!

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

And in the SEC and, to a certain

extent, in the Federal Power Commission’s activities.
MR. TOUMELDOT:

That’s right.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

More and more accounting!

It comes

in and with the, oh, the investment-company regulations—well,

that’s SEC, but more and more!

It’s easy to remember, now.

You will find CPA’s on the scene down there in a very informal
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way...

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

...not at the hearings, not repres

enting anybody in the formal sense, but trading out or
talking out with the agenoy people, as Arthur says, accommodat

ing fact to policy.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Look at the whole, enormous question,

and we can’t overestimate the impact it’s going to have, of
the expanding world trade.

You people have got to get in

volved in that because it will involve a number of the kinds of
things in which you people are knowledgeable and know how to
proceed.

You have control competencies that other people

don’t have.

These things are going to be visited on you by

the forces of history, to a certain extent—and the promptness
with which you rise to the occasion is another matter, but I
don’t see any great reason to doubt that you will, if these

other things are looked at and watched carefully, particularly
the educational aspect of the thing.
But I would, if somebody wanted to amuse himself
by writing "A Day in the Life of a CPA in the year 1990,"

I dare say that taxes and income and our audit would be a rela

tively small part of it.
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes, it’s only one phase of it.

I
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was thinking more in terms of how could we acquaint various
business firms with the fact that we were this catalyst, rather
than so much the getting of government to realize that we

were, from the public-relations point of view.

What I can see

is changing our educational program until the man comes out

competent to handle this.
MH. TOURTELLOT:

On the other hand...

Incidentally, you already have

people who are competent to handle it.

You Just need more.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Yes, yes.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

One thing, I think, is, you have

to reveal an interest, and you don’t enough now.

If I were—

didn’t know you people from a relatively long time, now, know
the kind of people you were, and I were running an international

business, I don’t suppose I’d call you up and say "What sort
of stand should we take on this Trade Expansion Act?"

On the other hand, if I read a stimulating talk or
heard one or even read in the Times that somebody eloquently
testified, I’d say, "Gee, these guys seem to not only know

something, but to care about it.

Maybe I ought to get in

touch with them."
The trouble, now, is that you don’t reveal often

enough you care about it.
MR. BEDFORD:

This little thing Jack talks about,

a little, actual publication, here, this would be a means to
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get it out.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes;

I have heard—I haven’t found

that those of the accountants that I have come into contact
with were devoid of worthwhile views on a lot of these

things, but you’d never know it if you didn’t have the acci

dent of a professional association with them in some way or
another.

And, as our respondents said, they are very slow

to volunteer anything,

This is another reason why I wanted to make more
of the post-audit conference, because I made these free-wheeling
suggestions, and it’s quite true, businessmen are quite busy,

but if they were good, they’d look forward to it.

But the

profession must really reveal, must reveal more concern and
interest.

I don’t even say they must create it because I am

quite sure it’s there in a whole lot of areas, but they’ve

got to reveal it more, and this is something I don’t think the

Institute can do for them, alone.

to help them.

The Institute might be able

It’s an attitudinal thing, in a way, but it

needs to be started here and there.

See, this is why I said

earlier—non-cynically, as a matter of fact—that I have yet
to see an important committee or commission appointed without

a lawyer appearing on it, and the reason is that lawyers are
forever going around revealing themselves as the people
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primarily interested in this, and it’s logical to put them on
the committee and commission.

They are developing, or have

developed, a reputation for being kind of Admirable Creightons
in this regard, and the accountants have got to do something
about this in their own way, but they’ve got to do something

about it.
I think formal committees of the Institute isn’t,
I don’t think, quite the way to do it because, by the nature

of the Institute and the sources of its financial support, it

has got to service the profession, itself;
the American public.

It’s not its job.

it can’t service

Its job is to service

the profession, and I think that how you get this started,

you talk about it, that’s all...
MR. BEDFORD:

That’s all I had.

MR. TOURTELLOT:

...to keep it moving.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Charlie, have you any thoughts

you’d like to add?

MR. ROCKWOOD:

I’ve got a lot of questions, I am sure,

in this which I hope I can call Arthur about to straighten
out and again reflect on what he is trying to say.
There is one point that came up in your last, or next-

to-last meeting, that had to do with the GPA firm being

tarnished by association with clients that weren’t entirely
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ethical.

Here is the firm standing for ethics and, of course,

the ethics of its clientele will range to some extent.

It

sounds to me as though you were getting at the problem of the

lawyer Who has to defend everyone, whoever comes along.

He

is a lawyer.
Does the CPA firm that has to give accounting ser

vices to a business community that needs it, is it damaged in

its reputation by its list of clientele?
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I think there is a distinction.

The lawyer has to serve anyone who comes along because it stems
from Magna Carta and also our Constitution.

Everybody has

the right of counsel, no matter if he is guilty.

But that

doesn’t mean a lawyer is required to act as a solicitor for
anybody—only in advocacy, when a man is on trial.
Sure, I should think any accounting firm, if a com

pany, and they knew the company was doing things of which it

disapproved, they’d say "Either you quit this or you get new
accountants," that’s all.

MR. ROCKWOOD:

MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes.

A doctor drops a patient who won’t

follow his prescription, you know.

I have followed my own;

have lost eighteen pounds of weight, Jack.

That took a lot

out of me, so to speak—gave up all the amenities of life,

I
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like French pastry and French rolls and everything that’s good.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:
MR. ROCKWOOD:
CHAIRMAN CAREY:

You don’t have any more questions?

I think not.
Specifically in the area of our pro

per philosophy, I only thought of one other, which you reminded
me of—not to drag this out too far, but do you feel just

intuitively that we are moving in the direction in this country

of more systematic planning at the federal-government leveleconomic planning?

MR. TOURTELLOT:

I don’t think there is going to be

much economic planning because there isn’t any way for the
government to deliver on its own planning, but I think there

is going to be an awful lot more business planning and, so
far as some of the complex things, would have to do with such
as defense acquisitions, I hope there is more sensible planning

than there is.
I don’t think that we are on the verge of an increased

government control of business.

I think we are on the verge of

a more powerful arbitrary function.

I don’t think we are liv

ing in an age of reform, and I don’t think that the adminis

tration has any gift, or much interest in it, and neither does

the Congress.
I think we are living in an age of pulling up the
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slack.

We have gone far, and with dramatic, rather dramatic

impulses, and there are a lot of loose ends.

I think that

Kennedy’s third force theory, which is, I think, rather a

unique theory of presidential power, is quite radically differ
ent from either Woodrow Wilson’s or Franklin Roosevelt ever
had in mind.

He wants to be, the federal government to be,

the third voice at the table, whether this involves the testing
procedure for drugs or wages, or whatever.
I would expect this is probably inevitable.

It

seems to me that the only way we can make all our institutions
work, living in an age of big business and big labor and big

government, is that they become checks on one another.

I

think the great social reform that we will probably see when
somebody with sufficient insight and courage comes along to do

it is the reform of the labor movement, because I think the
labor movement is about where business was in the 1870's,

and I think that where the intellectuals who articulate the
aspirations of this country just because they talk more than
anybody else are beginning to see that, and no longer is labor

right because it’s the downtrodden.
They aren’t downtrodden any more, for one thing, and

I wouldn’t be surprised if the big reform we witnessed inter

nally in this country in the next two decades was a sweeping
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reform of labor with a view towards arresting its development
as a blind power bloc in the hands of people who are insuf

ficiently answerable to anybody.
I think there is going to be a great national uneasi
ness about that, a lot of it sprung from within the ranks of

labor, because labor, itself, is better educated than it was.

They don’t believe everything they tell them any more.

But socialism, I suppose that in response to great
difficulties that appear to be unanswerable any other way,

there will be a further intrusion into the government into
something such as railroad transportation but, on the whole,
I don’t think that we will have the kind of philosophic con
viction about socialising industries as the British did after

World War Two, for example.

I think it’s uncongenial with

the temperament of the country, for one thing, and also I
don’t think the need exists.
I don’t think government is ever able to do very
much except in response to a need.

It gives start, it gets

tripped up and it stops.
I think that the tax structure of the country is

going to be in for a sweeping readjustment ard realignment,
and I think it is going to be more sophisticated and sensible

than the patchwork quilt we now have.

I don’t share the
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optimism of Mr. Kennedy that this is going to be accomplished
in January, 1963.

If it’s any good at all, it will be accomp

lished by 1970, I would be quite surprised, but we are going
to have it.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:
tax reform?

Do you have an idea of what kind of

Do you think it would be taking the form of a

simplification of the structure?
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, and I think it more be more

sensitive to the real part, the center plays in the affairs of
both business and individuals.

I think the tax as a social

equalizer as a primary purpose may have about shot its bolt

because the wrong people are being equalized.
but some are more equal than others.

We are all equal,

The wrong people are

being equalized, penalizing heavily the highly-paid professional
worker, for example, and I think that, really, the income tax

is going to be in for a re-examination.

I don’t think it will be very swift;

it’s a very,

very large question, but it’s going to be beyond what
our revenue requirements are in a vast vein, it will work for

this year anyhow way of collecting them.

Just as nobody

would dream any more of using tariffs as a revenue-raising

device, the tax as an income-equalizing device, I don’t think,
has much future.

You people would be prominent in the immediate
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examination of that.
The national political scene!

It’s long been my

observation that we don’t have a conflict of issues in this

country that finds expression in political action.

If we did,

we’d have twenty or thirty political parties and a bunch of
coalition governments held together by Scotch tape, and every
time somebody disagreed with a plank in a platform, they’d
go out and start a new one.
We have political parties that are a great, big

tent, and they are not repositories of issues, at all;

they

are mechanisms through which the political machinery moves.

That’s all they are.
thing;

And this kind of—-It’s a pragmatic

it’s not an ideological thing--and this kind of poli

tical system, and we have it because it works in this country,

it has absolutely no constitutional basis whatsoever.
here because it works.

It’s

It does not accommodate the kind of

philosophic preparation for socialistic ventures that parties
that are repositories of issues do.

It just doesn’t do it.

The Job of the political party is to get elected, and

not to make converts to the single tax or whatever anybody is
talking to, and I think it’s a very important thing when one

considers our prospects for any radical change in the economic

structure of the country.

Who is going to do it?

The Democrats
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aren’t going to do it;

there is a fellow mined Harry Byrd,

there, and there is a whole lot of Harry Byrds.

Republicans aren’t going to do it;

And the

neither are the Republicans

going to go back to total laissez-faire because there are a

lot of guys like Nelson Rockefeller around.
But I think the great thing is the temperamental

uncongeniality of the American people to any idea that smacks
of that kind of socialistic venture.
to it.

We are just not attuned

Our standard of living isn’t poor enough to give us

a material objective and, as an idea, it’s not attractive.

We are a country of individualists.

We conform and, in various

ways, but we are still, we are the most pluralistic society in

the world, and it’s awfully hard to make progress in these

directions if you have it in mind we are a pluralistic society.

You can’t get the people moving, can’t get it snowballing, so
I don’t think, within the time limit we are talking about,
there will be any radical economic revolution.

There will be modifications, novelties, trial and
errors, distress areas and distressed industries, but not a

conclusive economic revolution, I would think.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

But more, rather than less, govern

ment intervention in economic affairs?
saying more, rather than less?

I would think you were
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MR. TOURTELLOT:

Yes, I don’t see how anybody can

expect the role of government—as the business of life becomes
more complex and the interest and concerns of individuals and
entities overlap more and more—to decrease, because you’d

have, you could have a vision of anarchy in various areas.
I think this is what the third*force theory is all about.

I

think that Jack Kennedy sees the government as an arbitrator.

You might as well say "Why don’t we arbitrate it our way in
stead of his a little bit more, Ralph,” but Kennedy is not a

pushover for the labor boys, either, and I think this role is

going to grow, and I don’t see how you can avoid it*
We have now, in communications, such refinements

and competences that this country could be in real trouble if
it weren’t for government controls—you know, the airwaves

would be swamped, all sorts of Industrial espionage would
be going on--the parabolic microphone and all these devices.
You’ve got to control these things.

I suppose that, well, 1975, I would expect the
communist bloc would be pretty weak, partly because of the

common market being successful and partly because it doesn’t

seem to meet the needs as an economic system, for example,
for the masses of China*

And, also, the Chinese experiment

in communism was absolutely inevitable, but I think it’s going
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to come out negative.
And I don't think—I think we have special problems

hemispherically, hemispheric problems, and they are tough

ones—the consolidation of the Western Hemisphere and objectives
and approaches to relating them, building up bonds of sympathy

which we don’t have, eradicating suspicion which is still rid
ing high as a very real problem,
I don’t look for any great achievement in that dir

ection during the present administration because I think this
administration is a successful administration, but I think

some administration is going to come around that is going to

see its role very clearly with regard to Latin America and is
going to do it in South America and will do something about it
that will be imaginative and constructive on terms such as in

the common market, with Jean Monnet.

I think Kennedy isn’t a strong President;

I am

surprised that he isn’t, because I thought he was a skilled

politician, but he has a poor record as any President with
the Congress during the opening session.

have a personal fieriness about him.
little, you know;

He does not seem to

He settles for too

he is not interested enough, doesn’t have a

mission, and it shows up wherever he tries to communicate with
the people.
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Public opinion in this country isn’t mobilised
nationally, as you well know, but on the national issues, for

better or worse, somebody would have mobilised public opinion
in Truman’s day, let alone somebody who was a gifted manipulator
of public opinion like Roosevelt, and Kennedy doesn’t seem to
care whether school keeps or not.

He goes through this per

functory performance on the economy, which satisfied no one and
helped no one.

Any other source to influence significantly

the consolidation of the Western Hemisphereseems to me

unlikely.

I don’t see how private peoples can do anything about

it, individuals and companies, and I never look for the initia
tion of leadership from the Congress.

I never thought that

was a practical function of the Congress, anyhow.

Whether it

was a constitutional monarchy or not, it doesn’t happen that

way.

Congress is, by definition, the compromising body whose

job is to hit upon some program of action that makes sense.
They are concerned with the plausibility of things, and you

don’t get strong leadership from those concerned with the

plausible, but get it from these clearly perceptive in what

ought to be and then bring a powerful voice to the realisation
of that.

They probably will have to compromise, but they
don’t begin with compromise.

They end with it.
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Well, this is a lot of obiter dicta and isn’t going
to have a determining effect of, or will be related to the
kind of world we live in, I suppose, and good paintings will

be a better investment than common stocks—if you can discover
the good paintings!

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

Thank you, very much.

It’s been

a good day.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I must say, it’s been a great deal

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

My only regret is that our other

of fun.

two friends aren’t here because they, too, have very curious

and stimulating minds.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

I am sorry not to have met them.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

I guess, when they read it, they will

regret their absence, more than ever.

MR. BEDFORD:

I am sure Bob would have picked up

your comment, there, on the science of measurement, and really
worked that ©ver quite a bit.
MR. TOURTELLOT:

Well, okay, Jack!

Jack, I have a

document I promised to send up last week.

CHAIRMAN CAREY:

On the incorporation of professional

practice—good, good!

[Whereupon, at four o’clock, the meeting adjourned.]

